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Abstract 

Test cost comprises a substantial portion of producing an integrated circuit. As a result. 

structural modifications of the circuit via design for test (DFT) techniques are commonly used 

as an aid to reduce test cost to the lowest possible level. One important class of DFT is Built-In 

Self-Test (BIST). In BIST, test generation and response analysis logic is integrated into the 

original circuit and are transparent d u h g  normal operation. In this manner, in-circuit tests cm 

be performed with minimal need of extemal test equipment. if any. 

Test strategies based on pseudorandom test stimuli are attractive since the simplicity of the 

pattem generation logic facilitates on-chip test application. Unfortunately, until now, these 

methods have been more appropriate for testing combinational rather thm sequential circuits. 

This is largely because, unlike combinational testing. detection of sequential faults can require 

specific orderings of circuit operations which are prohibitively difficult to produce using a 

pseudorandom source. 

This thesis introduces a new DFï technique which permits at-speed on-chip sequential testing 

using paraIlel pseudorandom test patterns applied only to the primary inputs of the circuit under 

test. Test network design focuses on adjusting fault free circuit activity and aiding error 

propagation. This is done via the strategic insertion of a small number of low area test points. 

The resulting system is unique in that aside from a test mode flag, ail VO signals needed for test 

system operation are tapped from within the circuit itself. This feature virtually eliminates the 

control signal generation logic typically needed in other test point strategies. Also, as opposed 

to the conventional approach of restricting circuit alterations to the state elements, the proposed 

flexibility in choosing modification sites is beneficial when considering speed constrained 

designs. 

Experiments demonstrate that high single stuck-at fault coverage is achieved for a number of 

benchmark circuits. 



Résumé 

La vérification d'iin circuit integré résulte en une partie importante  de son 
coîit total  d e  fahricat ion. En conséquence. des t ecliniqiies d e  modifications 

str*ictiirelles sont souvent appliquées a i l s  cirriiits pour en siniplifier leur 
vérification e t  ainsi en rd i i i r e  les coûts. L'auto-v6rification est l'une d e  ces 

techniq~ies qui  est fréquemment utilisée e n  prat icliie. Elle consiste a générer 
lin test e t  e n  faire son analyse à partir d u  circuit lui-niéme saris e n  gêner 

son cycle normal  d'opération. Ce t te  rnét hode réduit au  minimum le besoin 

d'appareils cie test externes qui sont sou\-ent t rés clisperidieux. 

Les niéthodes de tests q ~ i i  dépendent d e  \-ecteurs pseudo-aléatoires offrent 
aussi des résultats intéressants grâce à leurs simplicité de  conception sur  cir- 
ciiit intégré. Cependant.  les résultats jiisqii'à présent n'étaient satisfaisants 

que pour les circuits sans aiitomates séq~ientiels.  Ceci est une coriséquence di- 
recte de la grande  dif icul té  à générer cle facon pseudo-aléatoire une séquence 
de vecteurs nécessaire a la détection d'un cléfaut s6quent iel. 

C'et t e  thèse présente iine nouvelle techniqiic de niodificat ions st riict urelles 

qui rend prat  iqiie la vérification de circrii t s  séqiien t iels a partir  de  vecteiirs 
pseodo-aléatoires placés ails entrées cs ternes  tlii circuit soiis inspection. Et  

ce. à la vitesse norniale d'opération t l i i  circuit. La synttikse du +seau d e  

\-(.rification a pour objectif cl'ajiister I'activite d u  circuit sans cléfaiit tou t  en  

améliorant la propagation des erreurs. (.'es r6seaiis sont obtenus en  insérant 

un faible nombre  tle points de vérification comportant  iine peti te fraction de 
la superficie d u  circiiit original. Toiis les signaux reqiiis pour la 1-érification 
sont générés à partir  d u  circuit lui ménie mis a part lin signal d'activation de  
vérification qui est  de  source externe. C'rci rcricl ce t te  riiéthodologie unique 

en son genre  e t  la distingue des autres tecliniques tl'insertion de  points d e  
\.&ri fication car  elle élimine le besoin d e  miilt iplcs signaux cle contrôle e t  les 

circuits qui  leurs sont associés. En outre. la niéthocle ne se limite pas à la 
niociification d e  la représentation binaire des  élenients séquentiels et permet  
donc ainsi des  choix plus optimaux par rapport  à la performance teniporelle 

d u  circtiit. 

L'efficacité des idées proposées a é t é  \+ri fiée a l'aide d e  circuits étalons. 



Claim of Originality 

This thesis presents new ideas, techniques and results in the area of digital testing as follows: 

A new control design concept in which rather than deriving control signais from 

reference sources extemal to the functional logic, appropriate signals are tapped from 

lines already existing within the circuit under test. 

In the self-driven control idea descnbed above, adjustment of fault free switching and 

error propagation enhancement are used to define a new DFT methodology and 

implementation which enables at-speed pseudorandorn testing of sequential circuits. 

As a marked departure from existing schemes for pseudorandom sequential testing. the 

technique does not specifically aim to provide access to state elernents. Instead, as the 

method is based on test point insertion. any circuit line is a candidate for modification. 

In order to curb computational effort, much of the required analysis is conducted in the 

fault free domain. The initial problem identified is the need to establish a threshold 

level of circuit switching and line sensitivity. The sole role of controllability 

modifications is to achieve this goai. Thus. al1 of the analysis associated with 

controllability point insertion is performed in the fault free domain. This is unlike 

many existing techniques which consider controllability points to aid fault activation 

and error propagation. The new implementation. however. does not preclude the use 

of this latter approach of controllability point insertion. Observabihty points transfer 

an error signal to another interna1 circuit line. By choosing the latter line as one not 

correlated to the faults from which the error signal can be mapped, fault free 

observability measures are used to rank the effect of the candidate connections. Of 

course, the procedure c m  degrade to the use of fault domain observability but this is at 

higher computational expense. The implementation of observability points is also novel 

in that, as part of the self-driven test network, each point is designed and chosen such 



that the switching previously enabled by self-driven controllability points remains 

relatively undtered. 

As a whole. the new interactive algorithm proposed c m  be considered dedicated to 

constructing the self-driven system, or parts can be used to address problems common 

to testing. such as test point placement. determination of circuit nodes which are 

pairwise independent and calculation of sequential observabilities. A new application 

of fault-free path tracing is instrumental to these algorithrns. In addition, it was 

necessary to develop fast and simple testability estimates which provide sufficient 

accuracy to rank the effect of tentative circuit modifications. To do so, the effect of a 

test point is modeled as a shift in signal probability at a potential insertion site. 

Testability estimation then focuses on propagating this probability offset through the 

circuit. As reconvergence generally exists. correction factors based on pre-sampled 

data and intermediate sensitivity information are suggested. 

The new test system offers flexibility in that 1 )  the particular known initial state is not 

important. 2) compared to conventional test point approaches. there is a significantly 

broader range of signal probabilities which c m  be used for control purposes, 3) there 

are usually a number of alternative choices for modification sites. 4) rather than using 

the sugpested procedures, existing test point insertion schemes can be used to provide 

an intermediate test point solution which is then converted into a self-driven final 

implementation. 

Details of this work has been presented at the 14th IEEE VLSl Test Symposium, 1996 

[Mur96]. 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

An integral part of producing a rnicroelectronic device, or any system for that matter. is assuring 

that the complex fabricated design works. The field of testing responds to this concern. 

In modem circuits. addressing test issues can be the rnost time consurning part of the design 

task and can comprise in excess of a third of production costs (Bha89J. In fact, device testing 

expense can increase by an order of magnitude (about a factor of ten) per level of packaging. 

eventually to the point where thousands of dollars can be at stake for field tests of instailed 

systems [Bar87]. Thus. in order to curb long term test costs to the lowest possible level. 

component tests should be as thorough as possible from the earliest stages of assembly (e.g. 

wafer and chip-levels). In addition. rather than treating the test problern purely as an 

independent post-fabrication issue. given a predetermined test methodology. the design of the 

circuit itself should be geared to facilitate decreased effort and increased test effectiveness. 

Such linking of design and test processes via analysis and manipulation of a structural circuit 

representation is termed design for testabilityl . An exarnple of this is built-in self-test (BIST) 

wherein on-chip andor on-board circuits provide and analyse test data. 

Given current circuit densities. DFT is invaluable in terms of reducing test effort. Compared to 

a circuit designed for functionality. it is generally desirable that DFT accounts for only rninor 

contributions, if any, to parameters, such as circuit size, operational speed degradation and 

power consumption. Also. the DFT modification technique should be fast and easy to 

The same concept applied at higher levels o f  description is commonly known as syithesis for testability. 
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irnplernent - preferably via automation as this largely insulates the user from the complexity of 

the test re-design process and related structures. Furthemore. since designs and standards cm 

Vary over time, it is beneficial if the underlying procedures are easy to understand or at least 

flexible enough to allow inclusion into other hybrid DFT schernes and adaptability to 

unforeseen custom circuits. For instance, a cornpetitive circuit might require qualities inclüding 

high speed performance which can in tum impose stringent design constraints on the number. 

size and location of additional test logic. In such scenarios, dong with satisfying the above 

objectives. the feasibility of a proposed DFT technique c m  be facilitated if it maximizes the 

freedom in selecting possible modification sites. 

Simply, testing is done by applying a set of stimuli to input pins. and examining the circuit 

outputs for consistency with the expected result. The effort of the procedure can be coarsely 

divided into three parts: determination of the input set. the time to apply the test and evaluation 

of the test results. This thesis addresses the first two issues. The goal is to provide a low area 

overhead DFT strategy which permits rapid testing of a fabricated sequential circuit. 

Furthemore the test should be suitable to a BIST environment. 

The proposed approach endeavors to address the problems encountered when testing a 

sequential circuit with parailel pseudorandornly generated test patterns applied only to the circuit 

under test's (CUT's) primary input pins. Recognizing that the sequential test problem is 

particularly difficult because of the large input space to be searched for a solution. many 

existing pseudorandom-testing DFT schemes utilize state access methods which temporarily 

transform the sequential test problem into a less computationally intensive combinational one. 

Even when sequential functionality is retained, commonly, modifications remain limited to 

providing some form of state access. In doing so, sometimes area penalties cm be large and the 

possible reformatting of input data can result in high test :imes. 

The new approach succeeds, in part, by recognizing that with pseudorandom stimulation, a 

major test hurdle is that the number of traversable States is constricted. A number of 

strategically inserted test points rernedies this situation. The test network implernentation is 

novel in that. apart from a test mode flag. it is not controlled by signals derived from sources 
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externd to the existing functional logic. Instead, suitable controls are extracted from within 

the CUT itself. Circuit modification is not restricted to the state elements and the test is 

conducted in full sequentid mode at the normal operating speed of the circuit. Results show a 

marked improvernent over pseudorandomly testing an unmodified circuit and DFT techniques 

previously used to enable similar test execution formats. 

The structure of the rest of this thesis is as follows: Chapter I offers definitions and a brief 

background concerning test generation, test application and response compaction issues 

required for the discussion. Chapter 3 outlines sorne of the concepts of testability and reviews 

some alternative DFT structures which have been adapted to pseudorandom testing of sequential 

circuits. Chapter 4 introduces the new DFT approach dong with pertinent experirnental results. 

Finally, Chüpter 5 summarizes some of the qualities of the new test technique, and formulae 

required for circuit analysis are presenied in the Appendix. 



Chapter 2 Background & Test Issues 

A digital circuit is one which responds to a discrete set of voltages applied at its input lines. and. 

in tum, asserts another set of these digital signals at its output lines. In general. the value of a 

digital signal is restricted to logicd 1 or logical 0, corresponding to within a threshold of the 

power supply and ground potentials respectively. A single enurneration of input signals is 

called an input vector or input pattern. Similarly. a corresponding collection of output line 

values is an output vector or output pattern. Digital circuits are classified as either 

combinational or sequential in operation. A combinational circuit contains no memory, thus an 

output response depends only on the input vector applied. On the other hand, because of the 

existence of memory. successive output vectors of a sequential circuit are related. This implies 

that a specific sequence of input vectors may be needed to force a sequential circuit to a 

particular output state. Likewise, consecutive states of a sequential circuit are interre1ated.l 

This interdependence among circuit states can cause difficulty in autornatically generating the 

input patterns required for testing sequential circuits. 

2.1 Failures & Fault Models 

Testing is the process by which a manufactured structure is checked for correctness. This is 

done by applying a set of input test patterns to the circuit and comparing the observed result 

11, genen l  terms. a state refers to a subset of line values occuring at a particular tirne. Unless specified as 
otherwise, this thesis adheres to typical assumption that these values are sarnpled at the individual memory 
elements (latches or flip flops). 



Failures & Fuult Models 

with an expected response. A mismatch implies that the circuit contains either physical defects 

or design errors which render it unacceptable. The complete set of test patterns is termed the 

test set and the number of patterns which comprise the test set is the test length . 

This thesis addresses the problem of detecting the presence of physical defects. Testing for 

design errors. such as incorrect rnapping between different levels of abstraction and 

inconsistencies between the device design and design specifications. is termed design 

ver~fication testing and is not considered for elaboration. 

Defects are physical anomalies which can cause a circuit to malfunction. These may be a result 

of imperfections in the fabrication or assembly processes leading to device flaws including 

shorts between conductors. broken interconnects. improperly doped regions and missing 

contacts. They may also occur as in-service defects caused by, for instance. electron migration 

and environmental conditions, such as radiation. vibration. hurnidity and temperature. 

It is generally not feasible and unnecessary to explicitly enumerate and analyse each possible 

defect scenario. As such. fault models are devised to be behaviorally representative of rnany 

electrically significant defects [She85]. Although a single mode1 which can characterise the 

entire universe of such failures has not yet been formulated, considering the detection of faults 

rather than defects succeeds in reducing the ümount of analysed cases to a comparatively 

manageable number while achieving a high quality test. 

Based on their stability in time. faults may be classified as permanent. intermittent (present only 

at certain times) and transient (occiirs only once). Faults can also be classified as static or 

dynnmic depending on the manner in which the circuit is affected. Static faults. also known as 

logic farilrs, cause malfunctions which affect the steady state logical operation of the circuit. A 

fault of this type is usually detected independently of circuit delays by applying a single test 

vector and allowing a sufficient time for the circuit switching to settle before sampling the 

associated output response. Thus. the rate at which test vectors are applied may be slower than 

the normal operating speed of the CUT. An exarnple of a static fault model, which is currently 
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the most comrnonly used, is the single strick-crt fault [Eld56]. Here. under the influence of a 

fault, a line is held at a fixed value irrespective of the polarity of the signal driving it. Hence. 

the line is said to be 'stuck' at either logical 1 (s-a- I ) or logical O (s-a-O). As in most other fault 

models, a second stipulation is that only a single fault can exist is the circuit. This is done to 

curb computational effort when devising a test set since the number of possible faulty cases to 

be analysed is limited to Zn , where n is the number of circuit lines. Alternatively. if multiple 

faults are assumed. the number of faulty representations grows exponentially in the order of 

3"-1 since a line may be s-a- 1. s-a-O or fault-free. Crosspoint faults in programmable Iogic 

mays [Srni791 and bridging faults representative of a pair of shorted lines[Mei74] are examples 

of other static faults not explicitly handled by the stuck-at rnodel. 

Dynarnic faults. or pnrorneteric fnrtlts. rnay not change static operation of the circuit but affect a 

circuit parameter causing a violation of a design specification concerning, for example. 

operational speed, current levels or voltage levels. Detection of a dynarnic fault can require 

time-dependent monitoring of output responses or electrical parameters. Test vector ordering 

may also be necessary. Such faults include gate and path delay faults [Par901 which cause the 

circuit to operate at a rate slower than anticipated. Another example is IDDQ faults[Sod89] 

which cause a higher than expected Ieakage current. Stuck open faults [Wad78] result in 

abnormally high resistance (ideally non-conducting) transistors or connections. During testing, 

these faults can be considered dynamic in nature since the delay of the circuit can be increased 

and because leakage cm cause the circuit to reach the correct value given enough time (e.g a 

stuck open pull down). Note however. some stuck open faults exhibit static behaviour. for 

instance an inverter with a stuck open pull-up transistor will permanently hold an output of O 

once that value is reached. Stuck short faults indicate pemanently conducting transistors. As 

with stuck open faults, while these faults can affect logical circuit behaviour. dynamic treatment 

is more complete. 

The stuck-at model was onginally suggested for vacuum tube circuits. While these products 

are now obsolete, the model rernains applicable to modern integrated circuits. Many authors 

though have questioned its continued use and propose alternative h u l t  models such as those 

cited above. Nevertheless, the single stuck at model remains popular because of its 
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computational viability, availability of analysis techniques and technology independence. In 

addition practical experience indicates that. especially when tests are applied at the operational 

speed of the circuit, a complete stuck-at test can also detect a large number of other fault 

types[Wil83] [Gre94j. Moreover. in cases where testing is done according to a set of fault 

models, stuck-at is usually one of them [Max92]. For these reiisons. this thesis considers the 

detection of single stuck-at faults. 

Once a fault mode1 is decided upon. the effectiveness of a test set is measured as the proportion 

of total faults detected. This value is termed thefizrilt cnvrrngr of the test. However, it should 

be noted that fault coverage is a lower bound on the probability that al1 defects are covered. 

Another measure which relates to the quality of tests products is the defect level [Wi181] - the 

percentage of circuits which are incorrectly judged as not defective. This rneasure is more 

difficult to obtain since it requires information concerning process y ield. The indication though. 

is that thorough testing according to many fault models is significant in reducing the defect 

level. 

2.2 Approaches To Testing 

There are two approaches to generating test vectors depending on whether a functional or 

structural circuit representation is processed [GrdB] [Man89]. 

Functionnl testiny verifies that the circuit operates according to specification, therefore, test 

effectiveness relies on in-depth familiarity with circuit behaviour. The problem can be 

addressed in two ways. In the first, neglecting explicit hardware details, possible defects and 

fault models, the circuit and its interna1 modules are hierarchically checked for expected 

functionality and interaction. For example, at the logic-level. adders must combine bits 

properly, mernories c m  be accessed and ALUs should perform al1 desired operations. In the 

alternate approach, tests are derived according to functional fault models. Mode1 definition 

should be realistic in the sense that the faulty behaviour induced is sirnilar to that caused by 

defects or accepted low-level fault models (Le. to the extent that the detection of the latter is 
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covered by tests generated for the functiond fault set.) Such translation is vital since test quality 

measures are usually expressed in tems of low-level faults. An intermediate approach 

assumes that alrnost any fault c m  occur. Thus. the circuit is exhaustively tested by completely 

exercising the fault-free behaviour (e.g. considenng combinational circuits, application of 2" 

patterns, where n is the nurnber of input pins). Unless partitioning is ernployed, this option is 

only feasible for smdl  circuits. This concept of exhaustive and pseudoexhaustive testing will 

be revisited in Section 2.6.3. Functional tests are commonly used for design venfication. 

The premise of structural tesring is that a circuit will operate correctly if each of its components 

(gates, interconnects. etc.,) is fault-free. Test development requires knowledge of the operation 

of only the basic circuit elements (e.g. logic gates. lines and simple blocks. such as flip flops). 

Fault rnodels are employed to assign possible faults to the components, and thus the procedure 

c m  be automated. 

2.3 Test Pattern Generation & Fault Detection 

A controlling input value to a gate forces a specific gate output value irrespective of al1 other 

input üssignments to that gate. Given a mm-cotitrolling input value to a gate, the other gate 

inputs determine the value at the output. For instance. an input O to an AND gate is controlling 

while an input 1 is non-controlling. A gate input is said to be sensitive if al1 other inputs to that 

gate are non-controlling. In effect. invening the value at a sensitive gate input changes the 

value at the gate output. The ability to assign values, especially non-controlling values. to 

intemal lines is integral to the test process. As will be seen later. the difficulty in üccomplishing 

this from p n m q  inputs sometimes results in the need for design modification. 

2.3.1 Test Vector Operation 

Testing a circuit node involves a pntk sensiti~cztion process in which the input test data 

accornplishes the following tasks: 
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* stimulates the CUT inputs to force, or control. the desired line to the known fault-free 
value, and 

stimulates the CUT inputs so that the effects of this activation c m  be propagated and 
observed at an output node. 

Figure 2.1 illusirates the principle. 

(a) - Control 

(b)  - Observe 

Figure 2.1: Operation of a Test Vector - 
(a) Control the fault site; ( b )  Observe the effect. 

In Figure 2. la, a s-a-O (stuck at O) on the output of gate B is to be tested. The input assignment 

I lxx controls this line to a fault-Cree value of 1. Next, in order to observe the effects of the 

potential fault, a path must be sensitized from the faulted line to the output. A circuit path with 

dl side inputs set to non-controlling values comprises one type of sensitized path. Thus. since 

the path to the PO is along the output of gate D . the output of gate C must be set non- 

controlling. This is done in Figure 2. Ib by the input vector xxOO. Since there is no conflict 

between the vectors used to control and observe the fault site, the final test pattern is 1100. 

This example is a simplified version of the test generation procedure since, for example. 

multiple paths may be required for error propagation. The rnechanics of test pattern generation 

is also omitted. Procedurd details cm be found in [Abr90]. 
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Generating a test vector is an NP-complete problem [Iba75]. This implies an inherent worst 

case complexity which is exponential in the size of program input - in this case the number of 

circuit inputs. Fortunately. on average, practicai test genention toois run in polynomial time. 

Existence of redundant faults (those for which no test pattern exists) and signal reconvergence 

typically cause these algorithms to exhibit worst case behavior. 

Cornplete information for testing a combinational fault can be contained within a single test 

pattern. However, for sequential circuits, a specific sequencing of circuit operations, thus a 

plurality of test patterns, may be needed to achieve the internai Iine values required to control 

and/or observe a single fiiult site. Furthemore. the initializability and the operation of memory. 

often through cornplex feedback loops. can make the effect of a fault difficult to determine. 

Specifically, the complexity of sequential test generation grows exponentially with the length of 

circuit cycles and linearly in sequential depth [Che891 [Gup90] [Wun89a]. As a result. 

sequential tests are typically longer and tests are considerably more difficult to generate than 

those used for combinational testing. 

2.4 Automated Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) 

Automated approaches for generating test patterns rely on a description of the CUT constructed 

in software for easy manipulation. In fhilt-uriented ATPG. appropriate modeled faults are 

associated with each node. The objective off i~~i l t  independerit ATPG is to set up conditions 

within the circuit which are suspected to detect faults without explicitly targeting them. Related 

to the manner in which test patterns are selected/constructed. there are two approaches: 

deterministic test pattern generation ( DTPG) and rcinrionz-pclttr rn-hmed test gent rcition 

(RPTG). 

2.4.1 Deterministic Test Pattern Generation (DTPG) 

Deterministic test pattern generators analytically devise a test vector by implementing a path 

sensitization process. Most heuristics are based on branch and bound techniques used to search 
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through the input space while curbing the arnount of computational overhead. In this process. 

the number of operations required to undo incorrect decisions tends to dominate the 

computational cost. 

2.4.1.1 Combinational DTPG 

Methods for combinational DTPG have existed for roughly three decades with some of the 

earliest work contained in the D-algorithm [Rot66]. Improvements and alternatives to this 

include the use of algebraic analysis via the boolean difference. multi-valued logic for 

increased decision resolution and identification of necessary assignrnents. restricting the 

manner in wkch implications are made and preprocessing to identiQ pivotal node assignments. 

The use of at least one of these techniques cm be found in rnethods, such as those of [Se1681 

[Ake76] [Mut761 [Goe8 1 ] [Fuj83] [Sch88] [Raj90] . Usually. combinational ATPG techniques 

are the foundation of sequential DTPG systems. 

2.4.1.2 Sequential DTPG 

Most sequential ATPG approaches consider synchronous circuits. That is. circuits in which 

state updates occur only when specified by the system clock. thus operations are syzchroniced 

to the clock. Algorithms can be categorized in terms of the level of abstraction used to 

describe the circuit. Commonly. these representations are at the gate-level. state transition- 

level, and register-transfer-level (RTL). 

2.4.1.2.1 Gate-Level Sequential DTPG 

At the gate-level. the most common strategy is a transformation of the time sequential behaviour 

into a related space sequential case. As such. the use of combinational techniques is enabled. 

This concept of tifne frarne e-rpnnsion is demonstrated in Figure 2.1. 
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Input Output 

Time Frame -4 
Figure 2.2: Time Frarne Expansion - (a) standard Mealy mode1 of a sequential circuit: 

(b) time frame-expanded combinational model. 

In Figure 2.2b. a combinational model of the sequential circuit is formed by creating copies of 

the circuit logic. the inputs to which are the Pt's. stnte element outputs and regenerated feedback 

signais from previous copies of the circuit. This manner of expanding, or "unfolding". the 

circuit over a number of tirne frames, where each time frame corresponds to a dock pulse. 

effectively removes tirne sequential behaviour. Combinational DTPG dgorithms c m  now be 

used to generate tests for this new structure. however, an original single stuck-at fault is also 

duplicated in each frarne of the iterative network. Therefore, an applicable combinational DTPG 

routine is one which is capable of handling large circuits containing multiple faults [Mut76]. 

Also, because feedback is broken and regenerated, i t  is possible that test vectors generated 

according to this rnodel will cause races in the actual circuit [Che92]. Sirnilar test invalidation 

problems can a i s e  when asynchronous circuits are processed. Test vector verification via fault 

simulation is one remedy to this probfem. 
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Various time frame expansion techniques have been developed differing in the "direction" in 

which the sequential circuit is unfolded and stored in memory. Fonwrd time processing is the 

most straightforward approach and determines test vectors in the order in which they are 

applied. There. assuming a known initial state. an appropriate number of time frames is 

preselected and combinational test pattern generation for multiple hults is applied. The upper 

bound on the required number of time frarnes is 3n . where n is the number of state elements." 

However. as memory usage grows linearly with circuit size and the nurnber of combinational 

copies, the practical time frame limit is much smaller than the maximum bound. 

In the more general case. because the initial circuit state is not known a priori. mixed time 

processing can be used to generate self-inifinfiring sequences [Put7 1 j. In this case. it is not 

necessary to predetermine the number of time frarnes (although a practical limit can be 

imposed). An initial copy of the circuit is created at time O and a combinational test is attempted 

in a fonvard processing manner. As needed. previous time copies (negative time copies) are 

created to justify initial values at the flip flops instrumental to the foward phase. Since 

justification is in a backward or reverse time processing direction. the circuit is unfolded in a 

"mixed" manner. Without revision, memory usage can be worse than in pure forward time 

processing. 

A solution to high storage costs is offered by algorithms which rely predominantly on reverse 

time processing[Mar78] [iMa185] [Che89]. In the earliest method [Mar78], for a given fault 

site, a potential propagation path to a PO is selected. The anticipated propagation may require a 

number of time frames. Starting from the PO. the selected path is sensitized backwürds. If 

successful, justification of the value required at the fault site proceeds. Upon failure. another 

propagation path is chosen and the process is restarted (of course, partial information can be 

saved for reuse). Although the number of paths attempted per fault can be high, the gain is 

that. at any time, only two time frames are needed - the current and previous. Thus only two 

copies of the circuit are resident in memory. 

? ~ i v e n  n flip flops. for cach of  the 2" states in the good machine. the faulry one rnay be in one of  its 2" states. 
Thus. the maximum length o f  a test sequence containing no repeated states is no greater than 4r1[Abr901. 
Altematively. ri maximum of 2" state transitions are required to justify (reach from the initial state) the affected 
faulty/fault free states and maximum 2" state transitions to differentirite between the tàultylfault free state pair. 
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A number of heuristics have been proposed to improve the space requirements of the basic 

approaches described above. For instance, in the RTP method of [Ma185], rather than 

specibing a complete path, only a subpath (as small as a single elernent) from the fault site to 

the PO is specified. Altematively, since it is recognised that a fault may simultaneously require 

multiple propagation paths. only a destination PO can be chosen [Che88]. As generation effort 

c m  be wasted if many dtemate POs need to be attempted. [Nie9 11 adopts a mixed tirne process 

which eliminates the need for selecting destination POs and complete propagation paths. 

Memory complexity is managed by retaining only a subset of frames needed for FTP. 

Several programs [Ma88][Ke189][Sch89][Ono9 1 ][Aut92] use at least one of the following 

techniques to accelerate gate-level test generation: preprocessing to determine useful 

implications. concurrent storage and reuse of partiai results. extraction of partial state transition 

information, the use of testability guides to estimate fonvard processing depth and. instead of 

re-initializing for each fault. performing opportunistic selection of target faults which are easily 

detectable from a given current state (usually the circuit state existing due to the application of 

previously found test vectors.) 

2.4.1.2.2 Functional-Leve! Sequential DTPG 

When dealing with large circuits. detailed analysis of a gate-level structure can be avoided by 

performing test generation using a higher-level circuit description. Another advantage of this 

approach is that tests created at higher levels are independent of hardware fault models yet 

applicable to any implementation of the machine. This permits test set development to 

potentiaily commence before a final logic-level descnption is available. Test generation using 

a state transition graph (STG) circuit description is such an alternative. 

Usually, as in checking experiments[Hen64], high-level approaches would be categorized as 

functional tests, however, the distinction is somewhat lost in newer methods which integnte 

both gate-level and higher-level ATPG. Moreover, in order to attain high gate-level coverage 

and exploit STG test generation procedures, hardware faults are sometimes mapped to 

functional faults in the high-level descnption. 
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2.4.1.2.2.1 Checking Experiments 

One of the earlier sequential testing approaches is based on a CUT's STG specification. Given 

a reference STG containing no equivalent states (reduced) and such that there exists an 

appropriate path along which any state is reachable from another (srrongiy connectrd). the 

assumption is that occurring faults alter the STG without increasing the number of distinct 

states. A checking sequence is an input sequence that distinguishes a given n-state machine 

from al1 other machines with the same inputs and outputs and at most n states. Existence of 

checking sequences is guaranteed by the following theorern (Mo0561 [Abr90]: 

For an:: reduced strongIy connected n-state srquential machine M. there exists an input-output sequence 
that can be generated by M. but cannot be generated by any other machine M' with n or fewer states. 

Thus. the test sequence is a functionai test which essentially traverses the STG and checks for 

the existence of dl states and the correctness of the state transitions. If M c m  be initiaiized to a 

single known state via a syzchroni:ing secpience. a checking sequence can be derived by 

deterrnining a disting~iisliing seyuence - i.e. a single sequence which produces different output 

responses for each initial state[HenoJ]. Unless a general STG is modified. the existence of a 

distinguishing sequence is not assured and. if it does exist. the upper bound o n  its length is 

exponential in the number of states. 

An irnprovement is based on Unique Input/Output (UIO) sequences[Sab88]. These are 

significantly shoner3 than distinguishing sequences and the definition is less general - a UIOi 

for state Si is one which differentiates Si from al1 other states in the STG. Verification is sirnilar 

in that upon traversal it cm be determined that the STG is in state Si by applying and monitoring 

the response to UIOi. 

The checking problem can also be cast into that of deterrnining the equivalence between two 

STGs. For example. considering completely specified circuits with known initial states, the 

faulty and fault-free STGs can be concatenated and state minimized[DeM94]. If the reduced 

STG has the sarne number of states as the original. the machines are equivalent. 

3 ~ h i s  is justified experirnentally - no Ln0  upper bound has been formally proven. 
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If the machines are incornpletely specified, such equivalence checking cannot be used. In such 

cases. given a single output circuit. one solution is to create a faulty-fault-free product STG by 

XORing the outputs of the two machines[Gho92b]. Thus. a test sequence is an input 

sequence which causes the product STG to traverse from the initial state to a state which asserts 

an output 1. Fault models used to corrupt the STG are discussed in the following sub-section. 

1.4.1.2.2.2 Non-Checking STG Test Generation 

Compared to checking expenments. a more systematic approach is to derive tests for faults 

injected into a STG. Faulty STGs can be extracted from faulted logic-level descriptions using 

explicit or implicit enumeration techniques [Gho92b][DeM94]. Altematively. functional STG- 

level faults can be injected to corrupt the transition arcs of a good STG [Che901 [Pom9 11. 

Given n States and rn transitions, the number of such single transition arc t'aults is m(n-1) and 

the number of multiple arc transition faults is (nfll-1) [Che90]. 

It has been found that single transition arc faults relate well to single stuck-at coverage4 and 

many transistor-level faults[Che90]. However, since the number of single transition faults is 

exponential in the number of flip flops. fault collapsing techniques are proposed in [Che901 

[Porng 11. As demonstrated in the experiments of [Porng l 1. for 100% coverage. it may be 

required to also inject a small number of multiple transition arc fiduits and finÿlly . after gate- 

level fault simulation, extract faulty STGs for yet undetected stuck-at faults. It is noted from 

this final phase that, contrary to the previously accepted notion. tests for single transition arc 

faults rnay not cover detection of high multiplicity transition arc faults. 

In [Porn94], stuck-at faults from 2-level implementations (actually Boolean covers) of the 

combinational parts of the circuit are mapped to faults in the STG. As the 2-level pseiïdo- 

implementation used for fault extraction is only of analytic interest and is not necessarily the 

final implementation. concurrence between test development and design implementation can 

persist. However. for the same reason. 100% stuck-at coverage is not guaranteed unless the 

same 3-level implementation is used directly or is transformed to multi-level logic for the final 
- 

%xperiments in [Che901 report 97%- 100% stuck-at fault coverage for tests targetting single transition fauts. 
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implementation. As a stand-alone method. it is found that by considering only mapped stuck-at 

faults, the size of the hult space is less than that enumerated by collapsed single transition fault 

expenments. Despite this. the overall extraction effort cm become computationally prohibitive 

so integration into a procedure which first injects transition faults is preferred. 

Since the state table represents functional transfer of information from flip flop to flip flop. 

many routines conduct al1 or part of the test seneration process at the STG-level. At the STG- 

level. the test tasks are: 

initialization - identification of a sequence to bi-ing the machine to a known initial state. 

As a simplification. this may be done using a hardware reset. 

activation - identification of ( 1 ) m excitation state from which the hulted transition 

can be activated, and (2) an excitation vector which, from this state, 

activates and propagates the fault to either an output or the next state 

variables. 

state justification - identification of an input sequence which causes traversal from the initial 

state to the excitation state. 

state differentiation - identification of a differentiating sequence for a pair of States S 1 .Sr  
(Sgood, Sfaultv). If this sequence is applied when the circuit is initially 
in S 1 .  the last pattern of the sequence produces a different output 
response than if initially the state was S2. 

Because working entirely in the fault domain involves constructing and analyzing new STGs 

for each fault instance. a common speedup is to conduct at least part of the process (usually 

justification and/or differentiation) in the fault-free domain [Ma881 [Che901 [Gh09 11. As ü 

result, in at least one phase of the procedure, only the fault-free STG is needed and. 

concurrent with test generation or via preprocessing , useful information concerning its 

structure. such as partial propagation sequences. can be stored for repeated use. For instance. 

given a gate-level description, [Ma881 uses a PODEM-based[GeoS 11 time-frarne expansion to 

find an excitation state for the fault and a propagation path (fault domain analysis). Then, using 
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an extracted complete or partial fault-free STG. a justification sequence is found to bring the 

circuit from the reset state to the excitation state. 

Indeed. the use of fault-free information is an approximation, so invalid test sequences may be 

generated if a fault affects an assumed fault-free justification or differentiating path. A simple 

solution relies on fauit simulation for test verification and to signal the need for altemate 

sequences. After fault simulation. another tïx is to revoke the fault-free approximation and 

consider the faulted STG for appropriate state transfer sequences. STG-based methods are 

only applicable to circuits of lirnited size. such as controllers 5 .  In some instances, rather than 

extracting a complete or partial STG. more compact representations, such as fault-free Boolean 

covers for each output and next state function. c m  be implicitly enumerated. stored and 

opented upon (Le. intersected) to find consistent transfer sequences [Gh09 11. However. this 

procedure cm also become expensive in terms of processing time and memory. In addition, the 

hult-free assumption may result in invalid test sequences for the same reasons as outlined 

above. Larger circuits can be considered using RTL and gaie-level analysis[Hil77] [Gho90]. 

It is assumed that both circuit representations are available since RTL extraction from a low- 

level circuit description is not yet possible. Given a gate-level friult. similar to the STG rnethods 

cited previously. a typicd RTL procedure begins by generating a combinational test for one time 

frarne. Fault free justification and propagation are then performed using the more compact RTL 

model. 

2.4.2 Testing With Random Sequences 

The premise of random-pattern-based test generation is that a useful set of test patterns are 

contained within a lengthy sequence of randomly selected input patterns. While the input 

generation procedure is relatively simple. some practical issues related to RPTG include 

determining the test length required for a high fault coverage and evaiuating the effectiveness of 

the test sequence. More guided approaches consider extracting or constructing a test set from 

andysis of circuit activity caused by trivid manipulations of randomly generated input vectors. 

5 ~ o r  instance a circuit with as few as 16 flip flops spans up to 65536 statrs. 
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2.4.2.1 Fault Insertion 

Fault insertion [Sus731 is one of the earliest means of compiling and evaluating a test set. The 

procedure entails physically injecting a fault into a built circuit and monitoring the response to a 

test sequence. The advantage of this approach is the reliability of the experiment - the faulty 

behaviour of the circuit is accurately retneved since an actual circuit is used. Of course. for 

integrated circuits. complete fault insertion is not econornical or even realistic. Also. test 

development is not concurrent with the design process since a prototype device must be 

available before test tasks c m  commence. Node accessibility via design principles, such as the 

use of boundary scan (chapter 3). can enable the limited use of fault insertion for simulation 

tool development. 

2.4.2.2 Simulation-Based TPG 

Using a description of the circuit implemented in software. simulation algorithmically 

determines circuit behaviour. Fault simulation predicts circuit responses when faults are 

injected into the circuit description. Thus. mimicking the operation of a faul tylfault-free circuit. 

fault simulation cm be used to evaluate (or grrrde)the effectiveness of generated test sequences 

or assist in determining the sequences themselves. However, as opposed to fault insertion. the 

accuracy of simulation depends on the reliability of the simulation mode1 (e.g. the effect of 

delays may be ornitted). 

The simplest approach to fault simulation is serial fault simulation. There. for each fault. the 

fault-free circuit is transformed into a unique faulted version and simulation proceeds. Various 

advances in fault simulation include: parallel fault simulation[Ses65]. where al1 faults are 

simulated in parallel for a given pattern; deductive fault simulation [Am1721 and concurrent fault 

simulation [Ulr74], where good and faulty values are logically deduced: parallel pattern single 

fault simulation Pai851 which uses word length to encode fault data, thus reducing simulation 

time; differential fault simulation [Che89a] [Nie901 which avoids high rnemory usage by storing 

only the faulty values occurring at the state elements, and creating subsequent faulty machines 
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relative to previous faulty versions rather than the good machine: and methods. such as [Mm901 

[Goug 1 ] [Moj93], which exploit structural circuit information to accelerate simulation. Some 

new methods also achieve higher performance by targeting characteristics specific to particular 

classes of circuits. For example. [Kas961 examines the structural reguiarity and functionality of 

aithmetic and logic blocks comrnonly found in data-path circuits to perform very fast functional 

simulation on those bloc ks. 

2.4.2.2.1 Non-Adaptive Simulation-Based Test Pattern Generation 

DTPG usually tarpts the detection of a specific fÿult per iteration. Fault simulation is usually 

integrated into the DTPG algorithm and periodically enabled in order to identify hults 

incidentally detected by the already determined portion of the test set. Removal of these faults 

(or fauit dropping) from a list of undetected faults can result in a significant reduction in the 

subsequently considered fault space. In addition. as mentioned previously. a fault simulation 

cal1 is required to evaluate test sequences generated using shortcut approximations. such as 

fault-free initialization. justification or propagation (Section 2.3.1.2.3.2). 

Deterministic applications aside, a simple simulation-based approach of random pattern test 

generation (RPTG) is as follows: ( 1 ) Fault simulate a number of test vectors. and (1) For each 

vector, if any modelled fault is detected, drop the fault from further consideration and retain the 

vector as a useful test pattern. The attempted vectors are generated according to some simple 

criteria such as pseudorandom selec tion [Bar87]. 

Frequently, there exists a group of faults which require unacceptably long test lengths for 

detection. These îàults are said ro be pczttem-rrsistrznt with respect to the input pattern sequence. 

Reasons for pattern-resistance are : 

Redundancy : The fault is not detectable. 

Reconvergent fanout: Fault effects can cancel one another. 

High fan-in: It may be difficult to set values appropriate for propagation. 

Test vector quality : The generated distribution of 1 and O assignments is in conflict 
with what is required for fault detection. Also, correlation between successive input 
patterns or inter-bit correlation, for example due to structural or functional 
dependencies within the generator [Bar89]. c m  preclude certain logic assignrnents. 
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Initialization and STGkircuit connectivity : Poor initial state selection and the 
existence of loops cm result in a constricted spread of traversable States. 

For sequential circuits. it is common that a significant portion of faults are pattern resistant. 

therefore, the standard RPTG method is not usually effective for sequential testing. In 

contrast, combinational testing often succeeds in detecting a large percentage of faults within a 

relatively small number of input vectors. 

An estirnate of the required RPTG test length. N, c m  be found using the formula: 

where. P,v(X) is the threshold probability that each fault j' is detected in the test sequence. 

P A X )  is the detection probability of the fault f [Go1741 [Brg84] [Set85]. This is simply a 

measure of the odds of detecting /: I t  has been found that only the faults with detection 

probabilities roughly within a factor of 2 of the lowest detection probability within the fault set 

are pivotal in the test length estimate [Sav84]. Since here p j X )  is dependent on the relative 

distribution, X. of 1's to 0's at each bit position of the input sequence. it may be possible to 

reduce the test length by manipulating X. Such weighted random genrrntion [Sch75] [Lis871 

[Eic87] [Sia88] [Wun88] [Mur90a-cl [Pat9l] [Aga941 strategies are highly effective for 

combinational circuits but there has been little success for sequential structures. 

A typical hybrid test generation procedure initially uses RPTG followed by DTPG to detect the 

pattern resistant faults. Again, this is not well suited to sequential testing due to the previously 

mentioned ineffectiveness of RPTG in addressing the sequential test problem . A suitable joint 

DTPG-RPTG test is outlined in the recent sequential testing method of [Ab1921 . There, by 

holding each newly entered deterministic state and applying a number of pseudonndom test 

patterns at the PIS, a pseudorandorn combinational test is embedded within the sequential test 

generation procedure. 
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2.4.2.2.2 Adaptive Simulation-Based Test Pattern Generation 

An adaptive approach of simulation-based test generation constructs a test set by combining 

intemal circuit information extracted from fault simulation and cost function guidance (Ses651 

[Ag891 [Hat921 [Saa92]. The basic procedure is as follows: 

Generate and simulate a number of trial vectors 

Based on simulation results, seIect the best trial vector such that a cost hnction value 
eventually drops below a threshold. This cost usudly reflects how close the vector 
or vector sequence is from achieving the current objective. such as initialization. 
detection of fault groups or detection of an individual "hard to detect" fault. Each of 
these goals cm require a different cost function. 

Compose a new set of trial vectors and repeat. 

The initial seed vector can be arbitrary. The set of trial vectors can be created by manipulating 

ülready known test vectors via, for example. inverting bits. merging substrings of a number of 

vecton and copying previously generated sequences. Often. in order to reduce the chance of 

timing hazards during the test procedure, the group of trial vectors is generated to be a unit 

hamming distance from the last vector accepted. Due to limitations of the trial vector genemtion 

algorithm or if good test vectors are selected in a greedy manner (Le. to always maximaliy 

reduce the cost). it is conceivable that the search process reaches a locd minimum from which 

no further reduction in cost is possible. Simple solutions to this are to change the algorithm 

used to generate trial vectors. accept a vector which increases the cost or change the cost 

function to target a different objective. 

Adaptive simulation-based test generation is advantageous because delays can be modeled. 

asynchronous circuits can be handled and implementation is simpler than that for DTPG 

algorithms. One of the main drawbacks is the inability to identify undetectable faults. There 

may also exist faults which are prohibitively difficult to activate with the sets of trial patterns. 

Current cost functions typically do not offer sufficient guidance to handle these pattern resistent 

faul ts. 
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2.4.2.2.3 Test Set Compaction 

For combinational circuits, reverse compaction c m  be used to reduce the length of a test set. 

The assumption is that test vecton found nearing the end of test generation tend to cover faults 

found earlier in the procedure since the latter have less specific test pattern requirements. By 

fault simulating the test set in the reverse order to which it was determined. dropping detected 

faults after each vector and retaining only those tests which increase fault coverage. test set size 

can be reduced by 25% to 50%. Lhfonunately. the order-sensitive nature of sequential tests 

renders this technique useless for sequential testing. 

2.4.2.3 Non-simulation RPTG 

In order to eliminate the computational overhead of fault simulation encountered in the RPTG 

approach of Section 2.4.2.2. a test set need not be formally extracted but assumed to be 

contained within the "sufficiently long" sequence. Simulation is not performed, thus the fault 

coverage can only be estimated. Sornetirnes a statistical sampling [Agr81] [Set851 is used to 

approximate this value. There. a random selected sample(s) is simulated using the test sequence 

to be evaluated. The resulting fault coverage is used to determine the overall value. 

An estimate of the required test length can be found using Equation 2.1. Also. as mentioned in 

Section 2-42.?,  this approach is not favorable for sequential circuits. 

2.4.2.4 Fault-Independent Approaches 

Apart from checking experiments, the previous techniques are farilt-oriented in that tests are 

generated for injected faults. The goal of fnlilt-independent test generation is to derive tests 

which detect a large set of faults without explicitly targeting them. The concept of line 

sensitivity is important to this approach. 

A critical path is one in which al1 lines are sensitive and which terminates at a PO [Abr84]. In a 

path critical with respect to a test vector V. half of the single stuck faults dong the path are 
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detected by V [Abr90]. For example in Figure 2.3. highlighted paths are critical with respect 

to 1 100 thus the labeled single stuck-at faults are detected. 

Figure 2.3: Faults Detected by Cntical Paths. 

Hence. it is desirable to generate tests which produce long critical paths. The basic procedure 

is: 

1 )  Starting at a PO, assign it ri 1 or O (POs are always critical) 

2) Backtrace and recursively justify the PO assignment. Gates with critical outputs are 
justi fied. if possible. with critical assignmen ts. 

Critical assignrnents to a gate permit only one gate input to be controlling, if necessary. For 

example. cntical input assignments to a 3-input AND are 1 1 1 .O 1 1.10 1 and 1 10. Note the input 

assignments Oxx. 0x0 would justify an output O but this would render the traced path not- 

critical since sensitivity to a single gate input is not guaranteed. 

In order to generate a set of tests. or equivalently a set of critical paths. once a critical path has 

been found. the recursion at step (2)  retums to the last traced gate assigned critical inputs and 

an alternative critical combination is attempted (e-g. O 1 1 is changed to 1 10). 

The advantages of this approach include: 

detected faults are known without fault simulation (these can be determined from the 
particular cri tical path created) 

new tests are generated by systematically modifying existing critical paths thus much 
of the duplicated search effort inherent in many fault oriented algorithms is avoided. 
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Difficulties encountered with fault independent algorithms include [Ab190 1: 

the inabiliry to identiQ undetectable faults 

reconvergent fanout causes assignrnent conflicts, self-masking and the need for 
multiple path sensitization. 

The suggestion that it is beneficial to favour assignrnent of non-controlling values in order to 

create sensitive paths is accepted in the new method of chapter 4. There. threshold line 

sensitivity is used as an objective when adjusting CUT activity. 

2.5 Redundancy & Undetectable Faults 

Untestable faults are those for which no test sequence exists. Such faults c m  be classified as 

combinationally untestable (or cornbinationally redundant) and sequentially untestable. 

Sequentially untestable hults c m  be further partitioned into sry~ienrioliy red~tndnnt and 

se y uentially irrrclrrndïint- but-rtn testobie . 

Sequential and combinational redundant faults are not detectable because the terminal behaviour 

of the circuit remains unaffected. Inabiiity to detect sequentially irredundant-but-untestable 

faults is due to the incapabiiity of a test generation procedure to initialize the hulty or fault-free 

circuit. [Che9 11 demonstrates that faults which cause initialization difficulty are undetectable if 

they are not potrntinlly deterectclbie. Potentially detectable faults are detectable only from certain 

initial States and undetectable from others. Recently. rather than adopting the usual approach of 

sampling circuit outputs at a single observation time corresponding to the end of a 

differentiating sequence. the multiple observation time DTPG method of [Porng 1 bj monitors a 

sequence of output values. The result is the capability to detect faults independent of circuit 

initialization, therefore. potentially detectable faults flagged untestable by sorne single 

observation time algorithms c m  be covered. 

There is no practical difference between an untestable fault and a testable one which is not 

detected by the chosen test generation process. For instance. detection of a fault rnay be 

missed because of an incomplete search process inherent to PODEM-based sequential DTPG 
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[Che92b] or DTPG may be terminated due excessive processing time. Similarly pattern 

resistant faults may remain undetected after a RPTG test. 

Untestable faults waste test generation time and may preclude detection of other otherwise 

detectable fauits6. I t  is therefore preferred to identify them before, rather during, test 

generation. Algorithms for redundancy identification are based on techniques, such as structural 

analysis [Har89], testability measures [Rai821 [Chu95], test-generation-based analysis [Thi89], 

symbolic simulation [Chu95], STG equivalence checking [ M o o ~ ~ ] .  and idcntiQing confiicts in 

necessary line assignments [Iye94] [Sch88]. Unfortunately. this problem is linked to that of 

test genention and is also NP-complete. 

Combinational redundancies can be removed using simplification rules [Abr90] or logic 

minimization and resynthesis [DeM94]. Reduction of sequential redundancies can be via 

optimization at the STG-level [Dev89] [Dev90] [Dev9 11. At the gate-level redundancy removai 

can be done using logic optimization during peripheral retiming [Ma19 1 ] or the sequential to 

combinational circuit transformation of [Che9 1 1. 

Note that redundancy is not always undesirable. It can. for instance. be introduced in order to 

avoid hazards or aid fault tolerance. [Kra911 also shows that redundancy can be used to 

enhance the random pattern detectability of sub-circuits. The designer though. rnust still 

contend with the random testability of the additional logic. Test points (chapter 3) are probably 

a better alternative since the associated modifications can be made fully testable.Finally, in 

general. redundancy may not relate to undetectable stuck-at faults - it simply denotes that the 

circuit c m  be reduced. A trivial example of this is signal buffering 

2.6 Test Application 

Test Application effort has a notable impact on the cost of testing an integrated circuit. Most 

schemes can be based on either stored pattenz trsting or hardware pattern generarion. Stom and 

6~rocess yield may also be reduced [Iye941. 
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genrrnte and prograrnmed methods are sometimes added to the list but may be treated as 

extensions of the two approaches listed above. 

2.6.1 Stored Pattern Testing 

Stored pattern testing involves the application of predeterrnined test vectors. While the 

technique is straightfonvard and suitable for many present circuits. especially in the case of 

sequential circuits. large storage capability üt the tester unit c m  be required. In the event that 

buffer capacity is exceeded. large test time penalties c m  be incurred for buffer reload from 

secondary rnemory. This can be on the order of minutes for each reload operation [Bas89]. 

Furthemore, as the specifications of a tester unit are static or have restncted upgrade potential. 

there are physical limits imposed on variables such as test frequency. the number of available 

VO channels and the size of input (pin) buffers. On the other hünd, device characteristics 

evolve in accordance with design and fabrication technologies. and usually result in higher 

operating speeds and the need for larger test sets. The conîlict ultirnately implies costly tester 

upgrades or replacement. It is questionable then. whether using only a standard stored pattern 

approach is econornically feasible in the long tenn [Bas89]. 

Apart frorn physical test application issues. the requirement of a complete or partial 

predetermined test set c m  also be a setback. This is because even with state-of-the-art DTPG 

tools [Nie9 11, for complex sequential circuits. satisfactory fault coverage is difficult to achieve 

within reasonable time Iimits [Chi90][Abr92]. 

2.6.2 Hardware Pattern Generation 

The functional and memory requirements of the extemal tester can be reduced by adopting a 

RPTG-like stntegy which utilizes test sequences that are simple to generate using relatively 

small uncomplicated circuits. Fault simulation is commonly perforrned to validate the 

effectiveness of these patterns. 
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In pseudorandom testing, the most straightforward case, vectors are generated such that there is 

an equal probability of assigning a 1 or O to a CUT input. As mentioned in Section 2 - 4 2  it is 

intended that after a large number of these random patterns. a sufficiently high-level of fault 

coverage cm be achieved. Unfortunately, experience has shown that with current circuit 

densities, a number of test vectors orders of magnitude in excess of the maximum pcrmitted 

test length may be needed to attain this goal. if it is at al1 possible. In fact. up until now. 

combinational fault detection h a  benefited most from pseudorandom-based techniques. The 

limitation in pseudorandornly testing an unmodified sequential CUT is rooted in the inability to 

control and observe interna1 lines. but can be easily understood knowing that a set of ordered 

vectors is needed for sequential hult detection. 

The specific sequences of circuit activity required to test some sequential faults can be 

prohibitively difficult to reproduce using a pseudorandom pattem source. For instance. 

assuming that the probability of generating each member of ü test sequence is O. 1. reproducing 

a 5 pattern sequence would require in excess of 100000 trials. Of course. there may exist a 

number of test sequences per fault, Sut the trend of effort exponentially increasing with 

sequence length persists7. Also. due to their varying influence on circuit behaviour. 

pseudorandomly determining cenain signals. such as clocks and asynchronous controls can 

preclude fault detection and, in certain designs. can result in undesirable activity, such as races 

and oscillations. 

As discussed, a modification to the basic pseudorandom test approach is the use of a joint test 

strategy - apply a reasonable length of pseudorandom patterns and supplement this with a set of 

deterrninistically generated stored test patterns. However. it has been found thüt in rnany 

combinational test cases, the size of the stored portion of the test nears 70% of a complete 

deterministic set [Bas89]. As sequential test sets are typically much longer than combinational 

ones. this approach does not properly address the problem of limited storage in either scenario. 

In addition, the high number of pattern-resistant faults causes sequential testing to rapidly 

degenerate to pure stored pattem testing. 

' ~ n  effect. the example remains the same but the pattern genrration probability increases slighrly. 
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Weighted random pattern generation is especially effective in curbing combinational test 

lengths. However, when implemented in logic, generator hardware complexity increases with 

the number and resolution of input distributions. In the extreme case of incorporating the 

generator on-chip, it is found that for large scan-based (Section 3-21 ) combinational circuits, 

one coarsely biased weight can be efficiently implernented (Mur90aI. Again, weighted 

genention hardware is not well suited to sequential testing. 

Another alternative is the use of a store cind genercite approach (e.g. (Aga8 1 ] [Ab0831 [Bar851 

[Fed86J[Brg89 J[Duf9 1 ][Koe9 l][Ven93][He195[Zac95) where. relative to the s i x  of a 

deterministic set, a srnall nurnber of control words are used in conjunction with a random 

pattern generator to produce a test sequence. Significant arnong these methods are recent re- 

seeding techniques [Koeg 1 1 [Ven93 1 [He195][Zac95]. which are intended for scan-based 

combinational circuits. There, at the expense of on-b-ard or external mernory. a simple 

programmable finite state machine (brsed on an LFSR - Section 1.3.1.1) is seeded with a 

compact control words which. after a number of cycles. are expanded into predetermined 

deterministic vectors. The length and number of control words is dependent on identifying the 

bits per vector which are instrumental in fault detection. This can be done during DTPG or via 

fault simulation [Mur90a]. If the number of these needed bits is small compared to the width of 

the deterministic vector, the number of control words can be made iess than the deterministic 

test length. and the word length can be orders of magnitude shorter than the deterministic 

vector - leading to a proportional memory saving compared to pure stored pattern testing. 

Again. while efficient for combinational testing. because extensive sequential DTPG andysis 

rnay be involved. store and generate approaches have not properly addressed sequential 

circuits. 

Prograrnmed testing is yet another extension whereby a functional test prograrn contained in a 

ROM generates the required test set. This is cornmon for microprocessor based systerns 

[Kub83]. 

Ekhnristive testing applies a complete functional test set. Without fault simulation, this method 

is guaranteed to detect al1 static faults. but since the test length increases exponentially with the 
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ri J m  nurnber of CUT inputs ( 2" for combinational circuits and (2 ) for sequential circuits8 

where n is the number of CUT inputs and m is the number of state elements), this procedure 

becomes impractical for circuits with as few as 25 inputs. Test lengths can made more 

manageable by logically or physically partitioning the CUT and testing it as a number of smaller 

subcircuits with reduced input widths. The practicality of such pseudoe.rhnustive approaches 

depends on the amount of control needed to partition the circuit sufficiently [McC84] [McC8 11 

[Ude88] [Wun89b]wu9 11. 

There also exists a small group of regularly structured circuits. the functionality of which 

enables the ad-hoc design of very simple dedicated pattern generators. Parity tree testing 

[Hong 1 ] is an exarnple. However, such solu<ions are. by far, the exception rather than the rule. 

Because of the above mentioned limitations of existing hardware generation schemes, it may 

seem that sequential testing defaults to a stared pattern test. However, despite these setbacks, 

the simplicity of using pseudorandom-based test stimuli remains attractive because of the 

potential for the reduction of test equipment to the point where ail test hardware c m  be included 

on-chip. Chapter 1 introduces one such method. 

At the root of many pseudorandom schemes. is a uniform random pattern generator. The 

following two subsections briefly outline two structures which can be used for this purpose. 

2.6.2.1 Linear Feedback Shift Registers 

A LFSR is a finite state machine comprised of a unidirectionai chain of flip tlops (unit delays) 

and XOR gates (modulo 2 adders). An example is shown in Figure 2.4. 

B ~ s  the nurnber of possible single input atterns is 2" and as the test sequence lengh per fault is as much as 

-Im . the exhaustive test Iengh is (2 " fm - an incomprehensively large nurnber. 
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Figure 2.4: LFSR 1 - polynomial divider - Chwacteristic Poly. x4 + x3 + I 

Such LFSR generate cyclic binary sequences by performing a linear transformation - 

polynomial division - on the incoming stream [Bar87]. In implementing the division. the 

feedback taps of an n -bit LFSR dehne the divisor or 'characteristic polynomial', and the input 

sequence (input polynomial) is the dividend. The n-bit contents of the unit after the last bit has 

entered is the remainder polynomial and the sequence shifted out during the process is the 

quotient. 

A second LFSR structure is shown in Figure 2.5. Here. a single XOR network is positioned at 

the input to the first memory elernent of the LFSR. Both types of LFSR share the sarne 

characteristic polynomial and are isomorphic. LFSRI is a true polynomial divider. and while 

both i t  and LFSRZ yield the same quotient stream. the remainders. or signutrirrs, may differ. 

Also. LFSRl is prone to slower operation depending on the size of the feedback XOR. 

CUT Data- 

Clock 

Figure 2.5: LFSRZ - Characteristic Poly. x4 + x3 + 1 

An LFSR is said to be autonomous if there does not exist an extemal input stream to the first 

stage. In such configurations, the number of internal states traversed depends on the positions 

of the feedback taps and the initiai state. If the characteristic polynomial is primitive . the 

number of unique internal states appearing in one cycle is 2"- 1 (the al1 zero state is rxcluded 

since it is an absorbing state). In this case the LFSR is said to be nrnrinral Iengrh. As with the 
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construction of DeBrujin type counters, maximal length LFSRs can be configured to also 

include the al1 zero state. 

One propeny of maximal length LFSRs is that the probability distribution at the output bits 

tapped at each flip flop is unifomly biased to 0.5 (the ratio 1's to 0's occurring over a maximal 
7n-/ - 

sequence is ' 
y - 1  - 1 1- Their relatively uncomplicated structure and pseudorandorn properties - 

of maximal length sequences[Bar87] make LFSRs suitable bases for pseudorandom test pattern 

generators. 

2.6.2.2 Cellular Automata 

Another sequential structure which exhibits pseudorandom generating traits is the cellular 

automaton. The unit is based on a series of tlip flops where the communication is restncted to 

neürest neighbours. The structure and communication of each block is defined by a set of 

"rules" [Wo183] whch describe the behaviour of the block. Two common examples are blocks 

built according to d e  90 and rule 150 (there are 756 rules). They are shown below where s[t] 

is the value at position i üt time interval t.: 

A hybrid CA is constructed using more than one rule. 

[Hor89][Ser88] have clairned that CA-based generators are less susceptible to the linear 

dependency problems someiimes encountered with LFSRs[Bar89], thus, possess superior 

randomness properties. 

2.7 Test Response Evaluation 

Conceptually. the simplest way to analyse test responses is to externally compar ,e the entir1 

CUT output Stream with either the fault-free response found through simulation or with the 

corresponding outputs of a known fault-free "gold unit" [Dav76]. However. especially in the 
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case where the response evaluation is to be done on-boardkhip. it rnay be desired to reduce, by 

orders of magnitude. the arnount of data transferred to the external monitoring unit. Data 

compaction techniques are employed to this end. 

Compaction involves operating on the output data stream using sorne function which either 

prrforms a transformation or extracts a qualitative kature. Currently, the rnost popular 

compaction approach is signature rrnriiwis [Fro77][Koe79][Dav80][Bür87]. in which an LFSR 

perforrns a polynornial division-like operation on the output stream. In this transformation. d l  

possible input bit streams are mapped ont0 the 2" possible signatures of an n-bit signature 

analyser. Assuming that the occurrence of any output stream is equally likely and that al1 

possible bit streams input to the compactor are rnapped evenly ont0 the 2" possible signatures. 

the number of k-bit input streams which produce the same signature is 2k-". That is: 

Equation (7.2) 

This raises an important point: since compaction is a reduction in the amount of information. 

there is an implied probability that useful knowledge is lost. In the above case. for every fault- 

free signature there are 2k- f l  - 1 wrong bit sequencss which map to the sarne result. This 

situation in which an incorrect bit srquence yields the same sisnature as the good fault-free bit 

sequence is called czlirzsiug. Aliasing can reduce test quality by causing a drop in fault 

coverage even though highly effective test sets are used. In addition. exact fault coverage 

becomes difficult to determine without extensive simulation. As the length of the cornpacted 

sequence tends to infinity (or in a practical sense becomes very large), an n-bit LFSWCA 

aliases wirh probability Pz . 

In the presence of a fault. the assumed probability of an erroneous response bit or pattern is 

defined by an error model. As the integrity of the uniform error assumption used above has 

been questioned, alternative rnodels such as the independent error model [Wi186] and the more 

accurate asymmetric error mode1 [Xav89] have been proposed. The asymptotic aliasing value 

of 3-n is consistent with these models. 
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Typically an LFSR-based analyser accepts serialized circuit output data. The extension for 

multiple output circuits. is a multiple input signature register (MISR). an exarnple of which is 

shown in Figure 2.6. The asymptotic diasing of MISR is sirnilx to that of LFSRs. 

Data, Data, - Data 

Figure 1.6: MISR - Characteristic Poly. xJ + x3 + 1 

Some other transformation oriented compaction SC hernes are based on functional units already 

existing within the data parh. Compared to signature analysis, the advantage of such 

approaches is a significant reduction in hardware overhead. For exarnple. recent accumulator- 

based compaction (ABC) methods of [Raj93aJ [Raj93b]. demonstrate that adders c m  be used 

as low aliasing compactors. 

CUT Data 

Figure 2.7: Accumulator Based Compaction - 
(a) Rotate carry adder; (b) 1's Complement adder. 

As shown in Figure 2.7. in test mode, adders are configured to accept CUT data at one 

operand field while the compactor outputs serve as the other. Information at the ovediow bit is 
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also retained by creating a feedback connection between the caq -ou t  and carry-in teminals. 

The result is an aliasing probability approximately equal to > - I l  for m n 

1 - 7 L l - p  
-bit accumulator (Le. - for 1's complcment adden and , for rotate carry adders. 

3n-1 - (2" - 1)' 

where p is the hult injection probability at the adder input.) 

Other compaction techniques involve recognizing certain attributes of the circuit output strearn. 

such as parity [Car82]. the nurnber of 1's occurring and its extension to exhaustive testing 

(syndrome testing)[Sav80], and the nurnber of transitions occurring [Hay76]. As in [Zor90], 

these rnethods c m  also be combined with signature analysis. 

In the previously mentioned compaction approaches. over time. a long response strearn is 

compacted into a smdler word. Data is provided and processed per dock cycle. However. the 

width of the incoming data can be excessively large to interface with the compaction unit. In 

such cases a reduction in data bandwidth. or sprrce co~îipclction. is required. The idea of space 

compacrion is also important when testing requires monitoring a large nurnber of intemal circuit 

nodcs. By merging the information from thsse points to a single (or narrower) Stream, 

rnmageable hardware overhead c m  be maintained. 

A simple zero aliasing example of space compaction. which is still somewhat related to time, 

is the serialization of parallei circuit outputs via shift register. Typical s p x e  compactors. 

though. refer to transforming the incoming information during a single dock cycle. For 

instance, because of their hardware simplicity and excellent error propagation property, parity 

trees c m  be embedded on-circuit to condense a number of probed points into a single bit strearn 

[Fox771 [Iye89] [Rud92]. Earlier work by [Fox771 defines conditions and methods for 

building smaller condensation circuits using AND and OR gates. [Cha95] uses a graph 

colouring-based analysis to design zero-aliasing space compactors. These structures though 

can quickly become excessively large. Note that. in a sense. MISRs can be viewed as 

pertorming both space and time compaction. 
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In many contemporary circuits. the cornputational effort expended to attain a high quality test 

c m  be unreasonably high. Also, depending on the level of packaging. the hardware needed to 

apply the test c m  become cumbersome. The next chapter examines the concept of redesigning 

the circuit to alleviate these practicd difficulties. 



Chapter 3 Testing & Testable Designs 

Testability is an abstract measure related to the cost of canying out a high quaiity test. Two 

significant circuit attributes which reflect testability are controllabili~ and observability. The 

controllability of a line indicates the ease in setting line to a 1 (or O)  by assigning values to the 

CUT input terminals. The observability of a line relates to the ease in propagating a line value 

to a prirnary output pin. 

Testing for a circuit fault depends on the ability to control and observe a fault site. The earlier 

exarnple used to demonstrate this idea (Figure 2.1) was a fairly simple and small structure. If. 

however. the block is embedded in a much Iarger cell with a small pin to gate ratio, the ability to 

affect the fault site rnay be prohibitively impaired. As a result. design for testability (Dm) is 

used to bring considention of the test process directly into the design environment. The goal is 

to ensure that the controllability and observability of the circuit is such that a chosen test 

methodology (test generation. application and response analysis approaches) c ~ s t  effectively 

achieves an acceptable fault coverage. Accomplishing this may involve the use of standardized 

or custom gate-level modifications, or resynthesis at a higher-level of abstraction. 

3.1 Testability Estimation 

As an aid to the design procedure or the decision processes of a DTPG tool, testability analysis 

prograrns have been developed to provide computationdly fast estimates of the controllability 

and observability within a circuit. To do so. sirnplifying assumptions concerning expected 

circuit behaviour are used to devise procedures which are much less complex than those used to 
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generate deterministic tests. The impact of the resulting information degradation varies with the 

particular circuit design and the manner in which the values are interpreted and used. In d l  

practical cases, while the measurement resolution is insufficient to indicate whether or not a 

specific fault is detectable. the information can usually discern a section of the CUT which is 

potentially difficult to test [Agr82] [Hui88]. 

Gate-level testability estimation can be based on either structural or probabilistic analysis. 

Stmcturally derived rneasures usually disregard the forrn of input test patterns. On the other 

hand, probabilistic measures are dependent on signal probabilities at the circuits input lines. 

Probabilistic rneasures can be static in that they are calculated for a single input probability 

distribution. or dynamic in that the estimates ;ire dependent on intermediate vector values 

[Kri85]. 

Structurally derived rneasures were originally used to predict test generation effort. Therefore, 

composed controllability and observability values reflect characteristics which might affect test 

generation. such as the size of the circuit [Kov79], the number of VO pins. the number of 

primary inputs which must be constrained in order to force line assignrnents or achieve fault 

sensitization [Kov79], the required number of combinational node assignments [Go179]. the 

uniforrnity of an element's input/output müpping (controllability of [Gn79]), the fraction of 

input assignments which achieve sensitization (observability of [Gra79]) and sequential depth. 

Typically, at least part of the controllability and observability values for an intemal line are 

defined by dedicated standard ce11 formulae. That is. given an intemal line. the calculation 

procedure usually includes a path tracing phase in which the controllability of a node output is a 

function of node input controllabilities. Similady, the observability of a node input is a function 

of node input controllabilites and the observability at the node output. Controllability estimation 

involves fonvard path tracing starting from the PIS. whereas observability is traced backwards 

from the POs. In each case the traced path terminates at the considered line. 

Probabilistic representation of detection probability is important to pseudorandom testing and 

c m  be estimated from line controllabilities and observabilities. Here. line controllability refers 

to the probability of assigning the line to 1 (or O) by manipulating only the PIS. and line 
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observability is the probability of sensitizing a path from the line to a PO. The method of 

[Par751 provides exact results but this is at exponential time in the worst case. In fact, the 

problem of computing the exact signai probability (the probability that the line is 1), thus also 

controllability and observability, is #P-complete [Kri86I1, therefore, approximations are 

devised to balance computation speed and result accurxy. Compensation for errors introduced 

by signal correlation due to reconvergent fanout is the source of complexity and c m  be a basis 

of distinction arnong methods. In the simplest. COP [Brg84]. these effects are completely 

ignored. If the circuithode function is represented as a cover of disjoint Boolean cubes, COP- 

like gate formulae yield exact signal probability results[Gho92]. Unfortunately, determining a 

disjoint cover is a non-trivial task. [Kri86] removes first order effects of reconvergent PI 

signals by using a weighted averaging algorithm based on repeated applications of COP and 

single bit alterations of the input distribution. A similar approach is used in the current 

estimation procedure of [Kri93]. There the enumerated single bit can assume any of 4-values 

(rather than binary) representing 1. O or transition States. Other algorithms artempt to reduce the 

effect of reconverpnce by splitting associated fanouts, performing exhaustive malysis on them 

and using linear COP-like calculations in the non-reconvergent areas [Set85][Set86]. These 

procedures c m  provide exact results but the exhaustive analysis leads to exponential worst-case 

time complexity, thus. only a subset of stems is processed. Splitting of reconvergent fanout is 

also used in [Sav84] with the goal of propagating and computing bounds on line measures. 

Statistical sampling techniques based either on fault simulation [Wai85b] or fault free simulation 

[Jai84] have also been used to provide probabilistic measures. The accuracy of these 

techniques depends on the simulated test length. the manner in which fanout stems are handled 

and the difference in signal behaviour of the faulty and fault-free circuit. 

Sequential extensions to structural analysis algonthms involve including a coefficient to retlect 

sequential depth. On the other hand. aside from the statistical sampling techniques, the cited 

probabilistic approaches only address combinational circuits at the gate-level. Probabiiistic 

testability estimation for sequential circuits can be accommodated in the sCOP (sequential COP) 

method used in [Sou95a]. The procedure is based on the assumption that the circuit can be 

' Rather than solving for the mere existence of a solution. #P-complete problerns require the exact number of 
solutions. the verification of which requires an exhaustive search of the solution space. 
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modeled using Markov chain processes. However. especially considering a gate-level design, 

the approach c m  becorne time consuming in terms of determining the required transition matrix 

and solving the associated system. For gate-level approximations. a simplified version of 

sCOP is proposed - it is sirnilar to combinational COP except that a time variable is associated 

with each line signal. Line measures are updated by iterating the calculations for a specified 

number of time cycles or until stabilization [Sou95a]. 

Evaluating sequential testability c m  ais0 be done at higher-levels of abstraction. In [Che89c J 

[Ham9 la] [Ham9 1 b] [Kap94] [Naj92] [Gho92] [Tsu94] [Kap94] search procedures applied to 

OBDD (ordered binary decision dagram) representations of the circuit are used to provide a 

probabilistic indication of initializability. signal probabilities. and sequential controllabilites and 

observabilities. It is possible to account for signal correlation if the entire circuit is modeled by 

a single OBDD. however. this c m  be impractical as the size of the OBDD can be exponential in 

the number of circuit inputs. One solution is to partition the OBDD (i.e. segment the circuit) 

thus creating a number of smaller. and more tractable. subproblems. The partitioning strategy 

should keep the partition size srnall while maximizing the number of correlated nodes within 

each segment. SatisQing the latter criteria results in an accuracy of computation which is higher 

than with randornly selected partition boundaries [Kap94]. 

Using structural STG-analysis. the work of [Hud89] detemines circuit-dependent bounds on 

deterministic test length and suggests such values as indicators of DTPG difficulty. Other high- 

level testability analysis techniques have been based on information theory definitions of signal 

randomness, or entropy [The89]. For example. if the 2" States of an mbit word occur with 

equal frequency. the entropy of the word is n . In [The89], the controllability of a module 

output from its input port is evaluated as the ratio of a module's input and output entropies. 

Likewise a global measure of controllability from the PIS is the ratio of PI entropy to that at the 

module output. Similady. observability is estimated based on Mutual Information (analogous 

to sensitivity at the gate-level). Experiments of [McL92] finds that a serious limitation of this 

use of entropy is its inabililty to capture information concerning the rate at which a line 

switches. 
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Controllability and observability are both interrelated and linked to the detectability of a fault. It 

would be valuable to know which is more closely correlated so that efforts c m  be made to 

improve that parameter first. Based on limited experimentation on combinationl circuits. 

[But921 claims that observability modification could be piven higher priority. For sequential 

circuits, this supposition does not hold. For instance. using a pseudorandom approach. 

experirnents show that numerous lines of a sequential circuit have very low controllability - to 

the extent where lines rnay fail to switch. An appropriate assumption is that for pseudorandom- 

based testing. circuit controllability and observability should be at least a user-defined 

acceptable threshold. 

3.2 Design for Testability Techniques 

While there exists general guidelines for facilitating testability. such as the avoidance of 

redundant logic and asynchronous control paths. logic partitioning. clock isolation and memory 

isolation [Abr90]. commitment to a forma1 DFT approach can vary with the type of circuit 

tested. design constraints and the intended method or equipment used to perform the test. For 

instance. 

Design specifications can limit permissible increases in circuit area. operating 
speed, power consumption and pinout. 

Test generation/application methodology rnay require DFT to assist DTPG 
performance (loop cutting. scan. etc..) or reduce pseudorandorn-based test length. 

Some blocks, such as memones require very different and dedicated test 
approaches compared to. for exarnple, random logic. 

For sequential circuits, as the controllability and observability at the state elements are typically 

unacceptable, many current DFT methods are based on regularized modifications which provide 

access to al1 or some of the state bits. Device-specific modifications, such as the design 

guidelines mentioned in the beginning of this section and the introduction of test points. may 

dso be required. 
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3.2.1 Scan Design 

Full scan design is probably the best known D m  technique. There are several variations of the 

scheme differing in latch structure. clocking. and control [Ste77] [Eic78] [And801 [Nad881 

[Fun891 but the underlying principle remains relatively unchanged - by converting sequential 

elements (latches or flip flops) into prirnary inputs and prirnary outputs. the test problem is 

transformed into a less computationally intensive combinational one and direct controllability 

and observability of the circuit state is enabled. A good catalogue of techniques cm be found in 

[Wi183] and [Fun89j. 

Combinational 
S tate-in Logic 

I III I I I 
Scan Out 

S 

Figure 3.1 : Scan Design Concept 

The basic full scan design concept is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. The system as shown dlows 

two modes of operation, normnl and scan. As the narne implies. in rzomtnl mode (Td), the test 

hardware is transparent and the circuit behaves with intended functionality. In scarz mode, the 

circuit latches are configured into a shift-register. or scniz cltain. During the test procedure, for 

each test vector, the CUT is first placed into scan mode and. aside from the bits which map 

directly to the primary inputs. the data is serially shifted into the scan chain. Next. the CUT 

returns to normal mode for one cycle after which, the scan chain is loaded with the circuit's 

response to the injection. Finally. the system is again placed in scan mode and the response 
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data is shifted out to be analysed, while another test vector is sirnultaneously shifted in. This 

method of interna1 access dlows the flip flop outputs to be treated as pseudo-primary-inputs and 

flip flop inputs to be treated as pseudo-pnmary-outputs. 

Relative to the unmodified circuit. penalties inherent to scan involve an increase in area 

(including that due to extra clock and chain interconnect. more cornplex latches and rnultiplexing 

logic), higher power corisumption. and a potential degradation of operating speed. Also, 

serialized tests result in a test time proportional to the product of the nurnber of test patterns and 

the length of the scan chain. Weighted pattern generation and store and generate approaches cm 

somewhat alleviate the test time issue. Partitioning-based test tirne solutions reduce the logical 

length of the scan chain by selectively bypassing segments [Nar95] or introduce pardlelisrn 

through the use of multiple scan chahs. Realistically, the degree of partitioning is limited by 

tradeoffs concerning area overhead and pin limitations [Bas89]. Another somewhat 

conternporary difficulty arises when considering subrnicron technologies - wire capücitance 

becomes a crucial parameter affecting a fiip flops drive capability. One resultant effect is that 

the permissible routing length between scan elernents decreases as feature size is reduced. 

[Bar961 out!ines a layout driven scan ordering algonthm which addresses the wire load issue. 

Some of the drawbacks of full scan c m  dso be addressed by including only a fraction of 

rnemory elements into the scan chain. however, in these partial scan systems. a sequentid test 

problem persists. Whether or not a tlip flop is included into incomplete scan chain can be 

heuristically ranked using structural analysis. testability measures and test generation results. 

Structural techniques airn to reduce ATPG effort by picking Llip tlops which cut cycles, reduce 

sequential depth. improve initializability and minimise the number of reconvergent paths of 

unequal length. Testability analysis favours selection of flip flops with the lowest controllability 

and observabiiity and highest sequentid depth. Also. insight from test generation or switching 

analysis c m  grade fIip flops according to their frequency of use in f d t  detection and their role 

in detecting fauits which are relatively difficult to detect. Examples of methods which employ 

at least one of the above techniques c m  be found in [Trigo] [Ag871 [Che90b] [Pra9 I l  [Chi901 

[GuptgO] [Cha94] [Str95]. 



A board-level extension of chip-level full  scan is boimdm-y sccm. There. signals at chip 

peripheries can be accessed via individual scan cells associated with cach of the primary input 

and output pins. The gains of this approach are especiaily significant when considering high 

density single or dual sided surface mount boards [Par89][Gre94]. Compared to conventional 

bed-of nails testing [Gra89], electrical node isolation is more reliable than physical probing. In 

addition, depending on circuithoard density. size md positioning of probe pads can become 

expensive and cumbersome [Gre94]. Boundary scan rliminates device overdriving, and 

berarchical design for testability is facilitated. 

3.2.2 Non-Scan DFT 

In certain iiistances. such as those requiring tight area and performance expectations or low 

pseudorandorn test time. scan can be rendered unfeasible. In attempting to address this. some 

techniques accept the higher complexity of sequential test generation and test the CUT without 

the use of scan. In most cases the aim is to test the circuit using test patterns applied in parallel 

to al1 PI pins - similar to the natural input access of the circuit. Cornpared to scan. if test 

application is done athear the normal operating speed of the circuit. this input data format is 

more effective in detecting unmodelled faults. Also, more patterns c m  be applied in the same 

test interval. 

Rather than building a serialized scan chain. [Chi931 (and similarly [Leego]) permits at-speed 

paralle1 application of DTPG tests by selecting a portion of flip flops for direct individuai access 

from existing primary input pins. The criteria for tlip flop selection are similar to those used for 

partial scan. Although high fault coverages are reported. due to introduced dependency among 

flip flops, the effectiveness of the method may degrade as the number of loaded flip flops 

surpasses the number of primary input pins. Of course. the introduction of additionai PIS can 

offset the dependency problem but this solution c m  become unacceptably expensive. A similar 

idea to that of [Chi931 is used in the pseudorandom iesting method of [Sou95b]. There. each 

flip flops is modified by feeding its normal input through a 2-input XOR. In normal mode. the 

additional XOR is transparent, and during test mode, the second XOR input is logically 
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connected to a PI which provides an equiprobable pseudorandom signal. The number of 

additionai PIS is kept manageable by prouping the flip flops into subsets such that the range of 

activity due to each member is mutually independent. In both methods cited. the global pin to 

flip Bop routing c m  introduce an intolerable area cost. Also. as the full state controllability of 

scan is retained. the classification as non-sericil-scan is probably better suited to these schemes. 

Randorn Access Scm Design [And801 is another non-serial-scan architecture. There each state 

latch is uniquely addressable, much like a random access memory. The area and performance 

penalties may be high with this approach due to the sizable addressing logic. 

Knowing that setiresettable flip flops are smaller than scan cells. in the partial reser approach. 

flip flops crucial to initialization are modified to include a direct set or reset capability which is 

usually controlled by multiple global control lines [Abr93] [Mat931 [Sou95a]. Again. partial 

scan techniques can be used to select elernents to be altered. While the method was originally 

proposed for DTPG applications. given that resetting a subset of circuit flip flops can permit a 

wide range of non-unique reset states, recently this method has been used to enable 

pseudorandom testing of sequential circuits[Sou95a]. There flip fiops are selected in two 

passes: first choosing those elements which best aid initialization, and second by targeting 

those which address the detectability of fault groups. 

The at-speed non-scan implementation [Mur95a-b] recognises that a large problem encountered 

in pseudorandom sequential testing is poor accessibility of the flip flops which manifests itself 

in a very low switching rate at these elernents. The conjecture is that since each applied randoin 

pattern causes activity which is potentially a sub-task needed to detect a sequential fault. and 

application of a subsequent generated test pattern tends to nullify this partial work. the challenge 

is to modify the CUT and generation scheme so that the activity introduced by each applied 

pseudorandom test pattern c m  be stored for future use and so that the number of circuit states 

attainable using pseudorandom patterns is increased. Accomplishing these tasks suggests more 

efficient usage of a pseudorandom test pattern. 

The approach uses the natural sequential functionality of the CUT to intmduce a larger spread of 

circuit states than that usually possible if pseudorandorn-based patterns are applied to an 



unmodified CUT. This is done by altering a partial set of tlip flops so that either a rarely 

occurring 1 or O c m  be selectively retained. The resulting trap ce11 output bias is gradually 

forced towards a near equiprobable value, thus the intemally generated sequence of biased test 

patterns contains "semi-random" patterns tor "semi-random states") embedded at various 

intervals. 

The intemal generation process probes and retains the effect of less frequently occurring circuit 

activity which can be related to the effect of rarely activated fault sites. Such use of existing 

circuit memory can also amplify an occurring fault effect by enabling repeated attempts to 

propagate captured activity to an observation point. an unmodified flip flop or another Trap 

Cell. Moreover. just as some algorithmically generated test blocks are alike in that they set up 

identical or low Hamming distance circuit states. the trapped bits of an internai pattem hold 

partial circuit states while ailowing the PI'S and the rest of the intemal pattern (and a number of 

subsequent internal patterns) to "search" these states for faults. The slow rate of change of 

intemal state is simiiar in effect to the test generütion algorithm of [Ab1921 in which each new 

circuit state is frozen and followed by a combinational test on the resulting logical sub-network. 

In fact, since internal pattems attributed to trapping reflect circuit activity, and thus possibly at 

least a partial propagation of a fault effect. the constructed semi-random intemal test pattems 

are potentially more useful than extemally injected "shot in the dark" equiprobable test pattems. 

Although not considered in [Mur95a-b]. observability modifications cm further enhance fault 

detection. The DFT implementation presented in Chapter 4 can also be used to eliminüte the 

globally routed control signals which regulate the trap function. 

In al1 of the above non-scan approaches. the sequential test problem is eased by altering the 

function at the mernory elements. However, as in scan. the rigidity of modification sites can 

impact the applicability of the techniques. for example in perfomance-constrained designs. Ad- 

hoc DFï such as test point insertion cm remove this restriction while offering a compuatively 

smaller area overhead. or augment the above systems themselvcs. 
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3.2.3 Test Point Insertion 

The locations of circuit modifications in test point placement are device specific. The principle 

of test point icsertion h a  existed for some time [Hay74] and the optimal placement problern is 

known to be NP-cornpiete [Kri87]. Recently though. the subject has been revisited. Classified 

by the intended impact of the test points. there are two categories of approach. In the first. 

similar to methods used to select partial scan locations. test points are inserted to üid DTPG 

[Gun90]. The second farnily of solutions facilitate hardware-pattern-generation-based testing 

by either segmenting the CUT to enable pseudoexhaustive testing [Wun89b] [Wu921 or by 

enhancing pseudorandom testability [Bri86] [Iye89] [Sav89] [Sei9 11 [Sav9 11 [Lin931 [Tou961 

[Mur96]. In the pseudoexhüustive case. however. the area overhead and speed degradation can 

become large if the test application time is reduced to within a practical range [Lin93]. 

Furthemore. in both pseudoexhaustive and pseudorandom scenarios, inclusion of full or 

partial scan is usually required. 

Considering pseudorandom pattern testability. a number of recent test point insertion schemes 

[Bri86] [Iye89] [Sav89] [Sei9 1 ] [Sav9 11 [You93] (Tou961 have been developed in the context 

of combinationai circuits while only a few, such as PBIST[Lin93], deal with sequential ones. 

These approaches usually use fault simulation or testability analysis to guide test point 

placement. For instance. in [Bri86], fault simulation results and analysis of reconvergent nets 

are used to insert test gates which reduce signal correlation at gate inputs. The system described 

in [Iye89] extends this work in the context of using scannable test latches but. rather than 

monitoring correlation. targets gates which block the propagation of hults not detected by 

simulation. 

Test point methods based on probabilistic estimation of testability rneasures sacrifice the 

accuracy of fault simulation for speed. For exarnple. in [Sei91]. testability information derived 

from COP [Brg84] is used in conjunction with a cost function and a gradient calculation method 

adapted from [Lis871 to reflect the global impact of a test point candidate on the pseudorandom 

pattern testability of a scan circuit. With reference to circuits tested with a type of circular self- 
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test path[Kra87], [Sav89][Sav9 11 also use COP to identify and rank a number of candidate test 

point sites. Additional heuristics outlined in [Sav9 1 1 [You93] address the placement problem 

using the concept of ficuit sectors - a fault sector resembles a fan-in or fanout subnetwork 

containing a group of hard to detect faults which can be affected by a single insertion at the 

sector origin (a fan-in node for an obseniability point and a fanout node for an controllability 

point). In [Lin93], an algonthm similar to [Sav9 11 determines test points which augment 

sequential BIST of near acyclic partial scan circuits. Instead of using COP. the authors derive 

probabilistic measures applicable to this class of circuit. As an alternative to test points, the 

authors also suggest the use of deterministic testing to cover the random pattern-resistant faults 

remaining after pseudorandom tests are applied. However. in a BIST platform. the latter option 

can become self-defeating since the size of the stored 'reduced' test set cm approach 7 0 8  of the 

complete deterrninistic test [Bas89]. The work of [Che951 revises the efforts of [Sei911 and 

[Lin931 to aiso consider performance impact as an insertion criteria. 

In [Tou96], faults are injected into a combinational circuit and path tracing is used to determine 

modification sites. Rather than introducing additional scan cells. gated signals from existing 

scan cells or primÿry inputs ;ire used to drive the test points. Although there is no comment on 

the area overhead consumed by this structure. it is suspected to pose similar difficulties as the 

non-scan DFT rnethods discussed in Section 3.2.2.  The method introduced in Chapter 4 

outlines a manner in which a different approach to path tracing cm be used to insert a non-scm- 

based test point network. 

3.2.4 Built-In Self-Test 

One of the currently important classes of DiT involves the integration of ideally al1 test circuitry 

ont0 the CUT itself. A standard setup of such built-in self-test (BIST) systems is shown in 

Figure 3.2. The additional test execution blocks shown are transparent to the normal-mode 

function of the device. Testability enhancing hardware. such as scan or test points may also 

exist. 
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Dunng test mode, input stimuli are accepted from the test pattern generation block (TPG) and 

the CUT's output responses are prepared for andysis in the output compaction block (OCB). 

At the end of the test session, a final signature is compared with reference values and a resuli 

flag is signaled. [Lam951 has shown that fault simulation of BIST systems can be conducted 

more efficiently if multiple intemediate signatures are sarnpled. 

Figure 3.2: Standard BIST Scheme 

A distributrd BIST architecture is one in which each logic core is tested with dedicated TPG and 

OCB blocks, while a centrciii:ed BIST structure utilizes a single TPG and OCB for multiple 

cores. Because of the increased parallelism. and as the TPG and OCB can be customized, 

distributed BIST cm attain higher fault coverage and lower test times than centralized BIST but 

at higher size, power and possibly performance costs. Other factors which impact the choice 

of architecture per system segment are the level of packaging. the intended size of replaceable 

units (ideally each unit should be self-testable) and the compatibility of test approaches versus 

targeted logic. 

Pursuing self-test option is ultimately to reduce test costs. and compared to conventional off- 

chip approac hes. there are indeed many potential advantages. For instance: 

The required complexity of extemal test equipment can be drarnatically reduced. 
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Diminished dependency on probes access leverages the test procedure to various 
levels of packaging [Bar87][Par89][Gre94] and c m  allow lower long term 
maintenance costs (e-g. user-initiated in- field tests for microprocessors [Kub83]). 

Potentiaily shorter test time in cases where partitioning is employed andor tests are 
run near circuit speeds[Kra87] 

The random test patterns often used in near operating speed tests tend to detect many 
unrnocieled faults [Max9 11 [Dea94] 

However, there are hurdles encountered attempting to achieve these benefits. including : 

The additional area overhead of BIST circuitry cm lower device yield. 

A potential for performance degradation if test circuits are included in a critical path. 

The generated test lengths may require dedicated DFT to minimise test tirne costs 

There is a general lack of knowledge and design automation to address the above 
issues. 

Fortunately, none of these problems are insurmountable. Proponents of BIST daim that the 

long term benefits offered by this test option far ooutweigh the drawbacks - in some cases even if 

the overhead approaches 408 [Tot88]. Furthemore. self-test may be the only solution to test 

access limitations which arise from increasingly dense chip and board-level packaging 

[Par89][Gre94]. Numerous introductions to BIST have been published, some c m  be found in 

[McC85a] [[McC85b] [Bar871 [Agr93]. 

3.2.4 1 Test Application Format in BIST 

The TPG block is usually implemented using a hardware pattern generation approach. In cases. 

such as store and generate schemes or programmed tests. the memory required should be 

compact enough to conform to the tolerable implementation overhead or reside off-chip. Since 

the sequel is confined to pseudorandom testing of sequential random logic. the outlined on-chip 

TPGs are based on variations of pseudorandorn generators. Categorized by the input data 

format and the rate at which the CUT accepts and responds to this stimulation, BIST procedures 

c m  be executed in a test per scan luad or test per cluck manner. 
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3.2.4.1.1 Test Per Scan Load 

As explained earlier. scan design concepts serve as the basis for many DET schemes. including 

those used for BIST. A test per scan load process is similar to the generic scan operation 

outlined in Section 3.2.1. Here. the bulk of the test time is consumed in loading and flushing 

the scan chain. thus methods such as weighted generation and store and generüte techniques 

may be used to reduce test length. 

Test per scan load which employ full scan pertain to combinational testing [Bar821 [Bar841 

[Eic83] while partial scan based systems refer to sequential mode tests [Lin93]. 

3.2.4.1.2 Test Per Clock 

In test per clock methodologies, the CUT accepts and responds to test data after eüch clock 

cycle. Compared to Test per scan. it is more difficult to design these systerns. however. as 

testing can be performed at-speed, test times can be orders of magnitude smaller. Test per clock 

schemes may require the use of a number of scan chains or be free of scan. 

In scan-based designs. flip flops are usually grouped into enhanced single-bit or multi-bit 

registers which. in test mode. serve as test pattern generators or response compactors. In 

certain configurations. a register can serve both purposes while in other situations these 

functions must be exclusive. The serialized access of the scan configuration is used primarily 

for initialization and removal of the intemal test signatures. 

One of the milestone structures proposed for scan-based test per clock BIST is a multifunction 

shift register called a Built-In Logic Block Observer (BILBO) [Koe79]. The BILBO, and its 

cellular automata counterpart, CALBO (cellular automaton logic block oberver [Hur88]), 

facilitate partitioning the CUT into separate blocks for testing. In a particular test session, the 

unit acts as either a TPG or a signature analyser. Figure 3.3a is a typical BIST setup using a 

BILBO. Circuit blocks A and B share the BILBO for different purposes and are tested in 

separate test sessions - in the first. the BILBO acts as a compactor for circuit A. and in the 

second. it acts as a pseudorandom TPG for B. 
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And ser 

Figure 3.3: Partitioned BIST - (a) BILBO register tests A &B separately; (b) 
signature analyser register configuration allows parallel testing of A&B; (c) 

A&B cannot be tested in parallel because of feedback dependence. 

Compared to the above procedure. sometimes a test time reduction and simplification of BIST 

control logic and register structure becomes possible through the use of signature registers as 

pseudorandorn TPGs [Kim88]. The idea is demonstrated in the modified setup of Figure 3.3b 

in which the each signature from A is used as a test pattern for B. Thus now. A and B are 

tested in parallel. In such implementations. the pseudorandom properties of the signature 

analysers are not guaranteed if there exists feedback from the analyser to the logic for which it is 

a compactor (Figure 3 .3~) .  In these situations. it may become necessary to partition the cycle 

using additional BILBO-type registers which are transparent in normal mode. Alternatively. a 

BILBO structure within a cycle can be modifird to a L3-BiLBO [Gup8 11 or CBILBO [Wan86] 

(Le. internally partitioned using additional latches) so that it can generate patterns and compact 

responses independently. As the implementation of these "fixes" can impose considerable 

hardware costs. [Str95) outlines a cycle-breaking optimization technique which selects and 

inserts BlLBOs and CBILBOs so that each circuit loop contains at Ieast one CBILBO ce11 or 

two BILBO cells. Compensating for the effect of feedback cm also be handled as part of a 

state encoding problem which results in an increased spread of output States at the compactor 

[Chu891 or a reduction in the number of cycles within the network [Che89d]. State encoding is 
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also examined in [Esc90] with the intent of implementing the entire sequential circuit as a 

modified MISR. 

The simultaneous use of flip flops as TPGs and OCBs is also suggested in full scan methods, 

such as sirniiltnneotis srlf-rest (SST) [Bar87], and partial scan approaches based on the popular 

circidar srif-test pcztlz (CSTP) [Kn87], both of which were originally proposed for non- 

partitioned logic. In rnany experimental cases the use of these systems result in acceptably hgh 

hult coverage. However. in SST the degree of randornness and extent of error cancellation can 

be difficult to predict [AbflO]. Furthemore, although CSTP cm provide good pattern coverage 

leading to high fault coverage in a limited number of clock cycles [Abr90][Sla92], existence of 

circuit loops can inflic t severe detrimental effec ts on test results since the state space traversed 

can be excessively narrowed. Based on STG analysis. one approach to avoiding premature 

repetitions of generated patterns involves selection of an appropriate initial state which is a 

maximum distance from network loops [Bry90][Cor94]. Unfortunately. the extent of the 

solution can be limited by the connectivity. availability and size of the STG. Preprocessing 

using the aforementioned state encoding methods of [Che89d] and [Chu901 may also be helpful 

to this end. 

Non-scan test-per-clock approaches range from rudimentary (and relatively ineffective) w l i c  

nnalysis testing, where PO signals are multiplexed with PI signals [Abr90], and centrnliced and 

separate board-level BIST (Ben751. to more sophisticated concurrent architectures [Sa1881 and 

the non-scan techniques already discussed in Section 3-22. An original non-scan test per clock 

BIST scheme is introduced in the next chapter. There, unlike al1 of the above approaches. the 

required modifications are not localized to state elernents. This however. is just one manner in 

which the new systern departs from these conventiond architectures. 



Chapter 4 Self-Driven Sequential B IST 

This chapter examines a new gate-level non-scan test per clock DFT technique called Self- 

Driven BIST (SD-BIST) that perrnits at-speed pseudorandorn testing of resettable synchronous 

sequential circuits. The foundation of the scheme is an original test point implernentation which 

is unique in that, apart from a test mode Hag, ali VO signals required for test point operation are 

tapped from nodes already existing within the circuit. It is in this sense that the system is 

deemed sey-driven. This property virtually eiiminates the control signal generation hardware 

typically needed to operate conventional test point-based structures. 

When placed in test mode, at the normal systern clock rate, the circuit is tested using parallei 

pseudorandom patterns applied only to the circuit under test's (CUT's) primary input pins and 

analyzing or compacting the corresponding responses at the primary outputs (POs)'. Along 

with the advantages related to test time reduction and potential unmodelled fault detection 

associated with this test format, other benefits of SD-BIST over scan-based approaches include 

the eiimination of additionai test clocks. reduced test ceil size and the potential for lower 

performance degradation. Furthemore, many of the concepts involved in designing self- 

driven test hardware are applicable to other BIST strategies supported by test points. 

Conversely, while test point placement rnethods are introduced in later sections, the self-driven 

implementation remains valid regardless of the particular means used to determine the 

modification si tes. 

' Without loss of generality. the input signal probabilities follow an equiprobable distribution. 
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Subsequent sections discuss the general SD-BIST concept. simple fault free testability 

estirnates which guide the modification process, a path tracing procedure used to identib test 

point locations and test network implementation. At various stages experimental results are 

offered in order to help demonstrate the effectiveness of the new procedures. Development 

considers the single stuck-at hult model. and as a simplifying assumption only. the maximum 

fanin of a logic gate is 2. 

4.1 Test Points for BIST 

The previously discussed test point schemes used for pseudorandom testing (section 3.2.3) 

require inclusion of full scan or partial scan. Moreover extra hardware (comprised of. for 

example, LFSR bits added to the pattern generator. scan cells, test clock and control pins, 

etc..) separate from normal functional logic is needed to generate control signals necessary to 

the operation of controllability points. Such complex control logic is not used in SD-BIST. 

4.1.1 The Seif-Driven BIST Concept 

In test mode, analysis of fault free information local to a circuit line can be  used to quickly 

recognize regions that might hinder fiiult detection. For example. the existence of a number of 

fixed polarity lines indicates areas of poor controllability which narrow circuit activity and limit 

fault coverage. Similarly. gare inputs with a sensitivity. or one-level srnsirirntion probnbifity 

[hi851 ( i.e. the probability. OLi. that the bit value. i. at that gate input is observable at the gate 

output), equal to zero suggests poor error propagation dong paths containing those lines. 

In this method, local fault free information is compiled into a switching profile which records 

line binses (Le. the probability that the line is logic 1 ). and the 1 and O observability values local 

to a gate (OLi I ie (O, 1 1). It is known that prudent insertion of controllability points can adjust 

CUT activity so that. in test mode, ideally each circuit line switches and the OLi of each gate 

input is at least a threshold value greater than zero. This establishes a minimum requirement 

for high pseudorandom pattern fault coverage. The improvement suggested by SD-BIST is to 
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replace the controllability input signals. which are usually derived external to the circuit's 

function. with local feeds from existing intemal lines. Compared to existing test point schemes 

used for pseudorandom BIST, this modification simplifies the required control signal generator 

to the complexity of wires. thus the relative size of the CUT is decreased (figure 4.1). In 

addition, compared to the restriction to simple equiprobable or coarsely weighted control 

probabilities cornmon to conventional schemes, intemally probed control signals provide a 

"richer" set of almost arbitrary control signal probabilities. Thus. there now exists an extra 

degree of freedom when manipulating the controllability of the circuit. 

Controlfability Point 

Test M 

Test Modr P M -  
-, /' 

- i n m n î l  Control Tips 

Figure 4.1 : Cornparison of Control Hardware Size 
(a) Conventionai BIST - Control is derived external to circuit function; 

(bj SD-BIST Controllability Point - Control tapped from circuit function. 

After an acceptable fault free switching profile is established. a further nse in fault coverage is 

gained by increasing the observability of groups of yet undetectable faults. As shown in Figure 

4.2, the observability points of SD-BIST re-route error signals to intemal sites from which. in 

one cycle. the errors are retained at the state elements or the respective faults become detectable 

at the primary outputs. Furthermore. by selecting an interna1 site which is unaffected by the 

considered fault set (the source of the errors), fault free analysis cm be used to estimate the 

observability of the transferred rrror at the POs or state elernents. Indeed, observability point 

outputs can be restricted to flip flop inputs or sitzs directly sampled by the test analyzer. 

however. the opponunity for such connections may be limited by factors. such as the arnount 

of reconvergence tolerable at a line before adversely affecting fault coverage, the timing penalty 
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caused by gating a number of signals to a single line. pin count and the size of the signature 

analyzer. Therefore. the broadened solution space offered by the proposed structure is 

beneficial. 

Test 

ObservabiIity Point 

1 - STATE 4 1 
Figure 4.2: Observability Point Operation - (a) unobservable fault exists before 

observabiIity connection; (b) error Stream is brrtnched to reach either PO or state variable 

Based on the precedinp concepts, the design of self-driven test hardware consists of three steps: 

1)  Insertion of externally driven controllability points to achieve a near ided switching 
profile. 

2) Replacement of extemally dnven controllability point inputs with intemal signal taps 

3) Insertion of observability points. 
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In steps (2) and (3). correct circuit modifications are those which maintain the predictable 

switching established in step ( 1 ). Required structural circuit data is retrieved using 

stnightforward path tracing. and sufficient functional information for controllability alteration is 

approximated using fault free signal probability estimates and fault free logic simulation. Fault 

domain analysis is introduced only when determining observation points. User-defined 

thresholds related to variables. such as signal probability. observability and error probability 

guide the trace routines and aid in selecring Iines which can be used to build the self-driven 

structures. 

4.2 Testability Estimates 

Focusing on circuit switching allows much of the circuit analysis to be done in the fault free 

domain thus reducing computational effort. Measurernents used throughout the scheme are: 

line biases, local and global observabilities. and the propagation of signal probability 

disturbances within the system. Initial reference values for line biases and OLi are sarnpled 

from logic simulation. 

4.2.1 Fault Free Observability 

The painvise global observability of an event at a line i seen nt j is: 

Equation (4.1 ) 

Due to the existence of storage elements, the observability is not a single lumped value but 

interpreted as a number of observabilities. obsij tk. each associated to a specific time frame. k. 

The estimation procedure uses sampled OLi in a circuit tracing method similar to STAFAN 

[Jai85]. obsij tO is calculated as a weighted sum of the product of local observabilities dong 

each path backtraced frorn j to i and concludes when a flip flop is reached. Observabilities for 

subsequent time frames are cornputed dong paths traced starting from each flip flop 



encountered in the previous time frame. Therefore. the upper bound on the number of tirne 

frames is equal to the sequential depth of the longest path from i to j. Since sequential loops 

can exist. the number of time frarnes per calculation is limited. In the event that multiple paths 

are traversed during a backtrace (due to reconvergence), either the maximum path value or a 

real-valued OR of al1 traced observabilities can be retained at the associated stem. An error 

coefficient cm also be included at this point [Abra9O][Jai85]. 

4.2.2 Bias Offset Propagation 

The impact of an extemal!y driven test point is considered equivalent to injecting a disturbance 

in signal probability and rippling its effect through the circuit. Such a bias offset. A. possesses 

sign and magnitude - a positive sign indicates a rise in signal probability while a negative sign 

denotes a reduction. Cÿlculations are based on standard signal probability fomulae for Linput 

gates [Bar871 [Brg84]. As the procedure is rather straightforward. for brevity. it is 

demonstrated for a 2-input AND gate only and fomulae for additional logic gates are provided 

in appendix A. The new output probability. Pdisturbed. given propügating offsets 211 on input-1 

and A2 on input4 is shown below: 

Equation (4.2) 

Here. Aout is the bias offset propagated to the AND gate output. and Pl and Pz are the 

respective input pin biases. Al1 calculations assume that offset injection occurs at a single site 

and the A at a gate input is independent of the bias at the neighbour input. A non-zero AlAz 

term suggests reconvergence of the injected offset. Since the components of this term are not 

independent. a correction factor. CO, is introduced. OI can be the ratio of the sampled 

probability of the input bit pair [ij] affected by the Ai  A? term versus the probability expected 

using Pl and Pz. The bit pair in question depends on the gate type and the sign of Al and A2. 

For example. considering a Zinput AND gate with a positive A at each input. the relevant case 
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is [0,0]. In general, let S[i j  J be the sampled probability of the affected bit pair [i'j] at inputs 1 

and 2 of the 2-input AND gate. then. o c m  be defined as in table 4.1 : 

Table 4.1 : Correction Factor CO for '-input AND 

Unfortunately, these error corrections may lose meaning as the offsets cycle through the state 

elements. That is. after each time frame. shifts in phase of Al  and A l  c m  cause them to appear 

less correlated. Conversely estimation errors can become compounded if they are allowed to 

traverse a number of time cycles. However. in rnost experirnental cases. the assumption of 

signal independence (-1 ) was satisfactory. 

Using Equation 4.2. an example of offset propagation is presented in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3a 

is the original circuit segment with line biases shown. Assuming thai a test point injects an 

offset A2 = 0.72 at input-2 of AND-A. Figure 4.3b shows the propagation of the disturbance 

and the updated biases. A subscripts are omitted for convenience. 



(b)  
A = -0.103 

Figure 4.3: Example of Offset Propagation Needed to Model Test Point hsertion 

In the event that the test point causes an inversion of a gate input. but is calculated as: 

where Yk is the probability that the input k is inverted and P[i.jJ is the probability ( found via 

sampling or otherwise) of the bit pair [i,j] at inputs 1 and 2 of the AND. For instance in Figure 

4.4. if an XOR is used to invert the second input of gate A with a 5% probability (y2 = 0.05), 

only bit pairs [O. I l  and [1 . l ] c m  change to affect the output bias Also. assume that the normal 

inputs of A are correlated so P[O. 11 = O and P[1.1]=0.5. Thus, by Equation 4.3, A*,, = 

-0.025. 

Figure 4.4: Offset Propagation for Inversion 

Over a number of time frames, the injected A value is propagated to al1 affected gates and flip 

flops. As the A at al1 elements may not reach a steady state value, the depth of the calculation is 
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limited. In the event that a predicted signai probability exceeds 1.0 or drops below 0.0, 

Pdistur&d is forced to the respective upper or lower limit. 

4.2.3 One Level Sensitivity Estimation 

After bias offsets have been determined, assuming that al1 signals input to a gate are 

independent, updated OLi at a gate input c m  be approximated as the non-controlling bias at the 

neighbour pin. However, since sampled original signal probabilities and OLi values are 

available, altemate estimates can be found. For instance, the normalized OLo at pin 1 of an 

AND gate is (the relevant bit pair is [O. 11): 

Here, the sampled value for PI P2 is known. By enumerating al1 possible input bit pairs. 

Equation 4.4 c m  also be expressed exclusively in tems of sampled OLi and A's. 

The sarnpled or estimated probabilities used in the calculations of this section characterize a 

history of, possibly unacceptable, CUT behaviour before an offset is injected. Since it can be 

difficult to predict the relationship among newly switching lines caused by a A injection, 

estimation errors can be introduced which, as mentioned, can become worse as the A cycles 

though feedback loops. For instance, correction values calculated in table 4.1 can become 

invalid if AiA? exist but the associated lines did not switch in the pre-injection reference 

switching profile. Also. due to reconvergence, the A at a gate input may be correlated to the 

bias at the neighbour input, thus violating the simplifying assumption of signal independence. 

Fortunately. experimental results indicate that the approximations made in the above formulae 

do not result in the failure of the modification procedure. This is because the measures are 

intended as a cmde guide to evaluate the relative performance of various changes to the circuit. 
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4.3 Controllability Enhancernent 

The adjustment of circuit switching is a two phase process. Since self-driven controllability 

points may interact, while determining the complete set of modification sites. al1 controllability 

inputs are driven with independent externally derived signais. After al1 points have been 

placed, the extemal test sources are systematicaily replaced with intemal ones. The desired 

result is a near ideal switching profile. In this section, al1 analysis for controllability 

enhancement is faul t-independent. 

4.3.1 Externally Driven Test Points 

Iterative insertion of extemally dnven controllability points progressively alten line biases such 

that each insertion incrementally improves the switching profile. 

Test-Mode Tes t-M ode Test-Mode 

A c I - C I I ~ -  A ' ~ - C ~ L @ ~  EI-Ctl*D 

Test-Site Test-Site Tes t-S i te 
(4 (b) (c 

Figure 4.5: Controllability Points to (a) inject an increase in signal probability - OR-type; 
(b) inject a decrease in signai probability - AND-type, 

(c) invert a component of Test-Site signal probability - XOR-type 

The three types of controllability point cells used for experimentation are shown in Figure 4.5. 

Here, Test-Site correspoiids to the original circuit line being modified. thus the ce11 output is 

connected to the circuit node originally fed by Test-Site. At the mode-select gate (M), 

Test-Mode toggles between normal and test operation while the controllability input, Act-Ctl. 

regulates the bias injection at the ce11 output. Let TS be the Test-Site bias and INJ be 

probability of injection calculated by gating the respective Act-Ctl and Test-Mode signals. 

Then, governed by the formulae of table 4.2, the ce11 of Figure 4.5a injects an increase in signal 

probability, Figure 4.5b injects a decrease in bias and Figure 4 . 5 ~  inverts a component TS. 
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Table 4.2: Offset Injection Forrnulae for Controllability Points 

Figure 4.6 is an iterative procedure for insertion of the controllability points where the Act-Ctl 

input is dnven from a source extemal to the CUT. 

1) Generate initial switching profile via Iogic simulation 
2) Backtrace and collect test site candidates 
3) Rank candidates using offset propagation 
4) If al1 candidates fail rank 

4a) Change trace thresholds --> go to (2) 

5) Insert the externally driven test point possessing best rank 
5a) Estimate post-insertion switching profile 
5b) if reference switching profile not improved 

Sc) Try next best candidate --> go to (5) 
else 

Sd) reference profile = post-insertion profile 
6) If switching profile is near ideal 

l 6a) DONE (--> proceed to self-dnven implementation) 
else 

6b) Go to (2) 

Figure 4.6: Summary of Extemally Dnven Activity Point Insertion 

Given an initiai reference switching profile determined using logic simulation, a set of Test-Site 

candidates is accumulated using a threshold-dnven backtracing technique in which flip flops are 

transparent. This begins by identifying al1 lines with an OLi value below a user defined block 

rhreshold (i.e. blocking lines). These lines are assumed to hinder error propagation and circuit 

switching. Next, since the OLi at a gate input is influenced by the bias at the other inputs to 

that gate, for each blocking line, the circuit is backtraced dong the most controlling path 

cornmencing at the neighbour of the blocking line and terminating when an OLi value above a 
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user-defined stop thresltold is reached. As a result of this search procedure, a controllability 

point positioned at an extracted Test-Site has the global effect of adjusting the switching of a 

number of blocking gates traversed dong the associated püth. 

For each backtrace. the appropriate controllability point can be detemiined knowing the s tm 

gate and the number of inversions encountered. Table 4.3 lists the cases for AND-type and 

OR-type cells. 

Table 4.3: Controllability Point Selection 

Start Gate 

A N D / N M  

OR/NOR 

For AND-type and OR-type points, the line at which the trace halts is the Test-Site candidate. 

When XOR-type cells are selected. the output of the last gate traversed is returned. Inversion 

(XOR) is always valid but it rnay be required to lirnit this option since XOR-type cells are larger 

and slower. Conditional selection of XOR-type cells is based on whether the OLi at the stop 

line exceeds a threshold .rot--select value . The choice of a high threshold ( e . g  0.9) implies a 

significant change in bias at the Test-Site without disturbing the high OLi at the stop line and its 

neighbour. Suitable Act-Ctl and threshold values are proposed in Section 4.3.3. 

An example of Test-Site extraction is shown in Figure 4.7. Each line is labeled with its bias. 

Assume that the OLi block threshold is set to 0.005, the stop threshold is 0.1, xor-select is 

Inv. Count 
even 
odd 
even 
odd 

0.9, the circuit is aiways in test mode and each pair of gate inputs is uncorrelated. Then. the 

OLi at a gate input is equal to the non-controlling bias at the neighbor pin and backtracing 

initiates at gates C and F. The trace from gate C terminates and retums the Test-Site shown at 

gate A. The trace from gate-F returns the output of gate-D as a candidate Test-Site for an 

XOR-type cell. 

Controllability point 
OR- type 

AND-type 
AND-&Y ~e 
OR-type 
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Start Trace 
0.04 

Stop Trace 0.05 

- 
Start Trace 

Figure 4.7: Example of Backtrace and Test-Site Extraction 

The effect of a candidate controllability point is refiected in a temporary switching profile which 

is found by propagating the associated injected bias offset (table 4.2) through the circuit. The 

rank of a candidate is based on features of this predicted post-insertion switching profile 

compared to the previously existing switching. It is a weighted sum of the net number of fixed 

polarity nodes forced to switch, the net number of failing OLi lines repaired and the net number 

of newly switching flip flops. If al1 candidates possess a rank less than or equal to zero, 

candidates are re-accurnulated using a different set of trace thresholds or the rank function 

weights are altered. 

In Figure 4.8, the controllability points are inserted for the Test-Sites found in the example of 

Figure 4.7. The mode-select gaie is omitted. Updated biases are shown dong the paths 

affected by each point and the repaired lines are shown dashed. If the candidate modifications 

are ranked according to the number of repaired OLi values, both points are of equivalent value 

(they each repair I line). If the rank is weighted to favor an increase in the number of 

switching flip flops, Figure 4.8b is chosen (assume that a flip flop bias of 0.002 = 0.0). 

After each insertion, the reference switching profile is updüted using either iogic simulation or 

offset propagation. Since the estimates are prone to errors, simulation should be used 

periodically in order to align the da:& to exact (depending on simulation length) values. A final 

simulated switching profile, determined after al1 controllability points are inserted, characterizes 

the acceptable reference behavior of the CUT . Al1 other circuit modifications should preserve 

this profile, or at least maintain the cntical portion which indicates the number of zero switching 

flip flops and blocking lines. 
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Act-Ctl . - 
I 

Figure 1.8: Effect of Controllability Point Insertion at Candidate TestSites - (a) 
OR insertion: (b) XOR insertion 

4.3.2 Internally Driven Controllability Points 

Each externally generated Act-Ctl signal is to be replaced with one tapped from existing circuit 

logic. Since previously established switching must be preserved, the key is to extract candidate 

test source lines from circuit regions suspected to be uncorrelated to the activity of the 

respective controllability point. This is done using a process of elirnination which discards a 

candidate line if the pairwise fault free observability between it and the other lines which either 

influence or are affected by test point activity. exceeds a user-defined pntne threshold. Relative 

to a controllability point, the removed areas are illustrated in Figure 4.9. These subcircuits 

relate to: 

the lines affected by the controllability point (the activity front) 
the backcone of each line in the activity front, including the test point itself 
the lines observable from stems pruned in backcone regions 
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Controllability Point 

Prune 
Bac kc 

Observable ozG'7 
'one Prune A sc)3-1 Activity Front 

Prune Branches of 

- - - -€Y 
Figure 4.9: Rernoved Regions Suspected to be Correlated to a Controllability Point 

The activity front can be mapped using logic simulation or via offset propagation where the 

injected offset disables the respective Act-Ctl signai. Four distinct sets of prune thresholds 

provide sufficient flexibility to regulate the filtering - one set for each of the above regions and 

an additional one specifically for removing the backcone of the controllability point itself. 

'Sets' are used so that prune thresholds can be varied over consecutive time frarnes (recall from 

Section 4.2.1. observability is estimated over an arbitrary number of time intervals defined by 

the traced flip flops). 

The observability time frûrne depth and prune thresholds can be manipulated depending on the 

circuit being tested. As test source candidates traced within a low sequential depth are most 

likely to distort the switching profile, the thresholds of the first two time frames are set to the 

minimal vaiues. while those for deeper sequentid distances may be increased. 

Given the lines remaining after pruning, those which approximate the respective controllability 

point's Act-Ctl bias or inverted Act-Ctl bias are candidate test sources. In order to assist error 

propagation, candidate test sources are ranked so as to tap signals from lines possessing 

minimal OLi. Sirnilarly. a secondary ranking can be based on maximizing the number of low 

OLi lines in the backcone of the test source. Of course, the final check uses simulation or offset 

propagation to ensure that the switching profile is maintained by the tentative connection. In the 

event that suitable candidates cannot be found, the prune thresholds and the tirne frame depth 

c m  be adjusted (i.e. increase the prune threshold and reduce the depth) to increase the candidate 

pool. When found. the selected test source line is split to also drive the controllability point and 
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the associated temporary extemal Act-Ctl signal is discarded. Connections which create a 

combinationai loop are not permitted. 

Activity Front 
Test Site Backcone 
Candidate 

8 A  - Backcone of Activity Front 
FS - Frontcone of Pruned Stem 

Figure 4.10: Selection of Internai Test Source 

Figure 4.10 completes the previous test point insertion example of Figure 4.8a. Al1 pruned 

lines are labeled relative to the controllability point. A time frarne depth of zero is used for 

pruning and the associated observability prune threshold in each threshold set is assigned a 

value of 0.001. Thus. d l  lines aside from those input to the flip flop are eiiminated. The line 

tagged C approximates the inverted Act-Ctl bias so it is used to source the controllability point. 

-- - - 

1 ) Get reference switch profile with al1 extemally driven controllability points 
2) Select an untried controllability point & associated extemal source 
3) ldentify and prune lines correlated to the point 
4) Collect & rank intemal test source candidates 
5) If an untried candidate test source exists 

5a) Connect untried test source to controllability cell 
Sb) Predict temporary post-connection switch profile 
5c) If reference switch profile preserved 

Sd) Update reference switch profile 
5d) If al1 external controllability points processed 

5e) DO NE (--> proceed to observation point insertion) 
else 

5f) Go to (2) 
else 

5g) Go to (5) 
else 

5h) Postpone attempts for this replacement and goto(2), 
or revise prune thresholds and go to (4) 

Figure 4.1 1 : Procedure for Replacement of Externally Derived Controllability Signals 
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An iterative procedure for the replacement of externally derived controllability signals is 

summarized in Figure 4.1 1. To account for approximation errors and to properly update the 

reference switching profile, the circuit should be re-simulated after each extemal signal 

replacement (or at least periodically). 

4.3.3 Results 1 - Switching Profile Adjustrnent & Fauit Coverage 

The two stage procedure of inserting self-dnven controllability points is evaluated using eleven 

of the ISCAS-89 sequential benchmark circuits[Bg89b]. In each CUT, interna1 flip flops are 

synchronized to a single clock signal and initialized to the O-state. The pseudorandom test 

length is arbitrarily set to lOOK patterns. 

When determining Test-Site locations, manipulation of the trace thresholds is anticipüted (e-g. 

to vary the number of candidates j. For the experiments perforrned. the block threshold ranges 

between 0.00001 to .005. and the stop threshold starts at 0.1 and decreases to 0.002. Xor- 

select is approximately 0.9 to 0.95. As a rule of thumb, the stop threshold should be chosen so 

that the component of the Test-site input to the controllability point remains sensitive with an 

OLi value greater than the current block threshold. Extremely low stop thresholds were rarely 

needed. 

The external Act-Ctl bias ranges are (0.1. 0.25. 0.51 for AND-type. {OS, 0.75, 0.9) for 

OR-type and (0.05. 0.25.0.5.0.75, 0.95) for XOR-type controllability points. In the case of 

loops that converge to a fixed state, insertion of candidate XOR-type points with Act-Ctl bias 

of 5%. 50% or 95% are explored as an exit condition. Also, as an option. highly correlated 

gate inputs are tagged for splitting with an XOR-type test site (ANDIOR-type could also be 

used.) Test-Mode is assigned a bias of 95%. 

Externally driven controllability point candidates are ranked to favor an increase in the number 

of switching flip flops and, as a secondary measure, favor either a decrease in the number of 

fixed polarity lines or a reduction in the number of the zero OLi lines. For the smaller circuits 

(s420. s444, s526n. s820, s832 and s838) simulation mns of 2000 to 5000 patterns are used to 
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update the switching profile after each insertion. The larger ones initially use simulation only 

periodically. and 2000 simulated patterns are used to update the profile for the last 30%-40% of 

the modifications. These latter simulation runs were needed since the circuits contained a high 

nurnber of redundancies which affected the testability estimates. In al1 cases, cornputational 

cost is reduced by using Act-Ctl ranges narrowed to one mernber value and expanding the 

rvaluation range if finding useful controllability points repeatedly fails near the end of the 

process. Although a degree of latency in switching c m  exist in some structures, for instance 

counters. justification of such short simulation lengths is based on the assumption that if a line 

fails to achieve the desired switching properties relatively quickly (within a few thousand 

patterns) it has either reached a near steady state signal probability or the chance of its detection 

within lOOK trials is diminished. In addition. since the process is iterative, shonened 

simulation runs saves CPU effort. 

Except in s9234 and s384 17. for each controllability point replaced by a self-driven one. 3000 

patterns are used to map the required activity front and update the post-insertion switching 

profile. The two largest circuits use offset propagation to perform the hrst task. This 

approximation reduces computational effort and provides acceptable results. In this phase. 

prune thresholds range from 0.001 to 0.05 and the maximum sequential depth is 10. 

Table 4.4 outlines the number of non-switching and zero OL; circuit lines for three 

representations of each benchmark. Each of these cases refiects a stage of the modification 

process - before DFT ("Original Ckt."), after insertion of extemally dnven controllability points 

("Extemal Ctl.") and after replacement of extemal test signals ("Self-Driven"). The number of 

non-switching flip flops and primary outputs are shown for the unmodified CUT but later 

ornitted since none of these elernents fail in the latter profiles. 

For each benchmark. with a number of controllability points ("#Ctl Pts") amounting to a 

fraction of the number of flip tlops (46% on average for circuits with 32 flip flips or fewer, and 

as low as 6% for the larger ones). an acceptable switching profile is achieved. Moreover, by 

inspection. apart from some minor variations. the local activity charactenzed in the extemally 

driven case is sufficiendy retained in the switching profile of the associated self-dnven circuits. 
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Table 4.4: Controtlability Point Insertion - Fault Free Switching Profiles for 
5000 Random Patterns 

Particularly for the larger circuits. because of the existence of redundancies and sequential 

untestable faults[Lia95], controllability point insertion is sometimes halted before an ideal al1 

zeroed switching profile is reached. It is also suspected thar fewer modifications would be 

needed if redundancies are absent. Nevertheless, these benchmarks are still useful in 

demonstrating the validity of driving the points with existing circuit lines. 

Pertaining to each circuit representation descnbed in table 4.4. table 4.5 contains the stuck-at 

fault coverage after ATPG and after fault sirnulating lOOK pseudorandom test patterns. Note 

that given a benchmark. although the hult list size differs slightly in each of the three associated 

cases. the relative magnitude of the results is a valid criterion for cornparison. The simulation- 

based test generation tool CRIS[Saa92] is used for dl experiments. 

The following analysis of table 4.5 demonstrates the effectiveness of self-driven controllability 

points. As irnplied by the failing switching profiles of table 4.4, pseudorandom fault 

coverages for the original circuits are unacceptably low. These range from 5.8% to 87.4% . In 

contrast, the corresponding fault coverages for the modified circuits are substantially higher. 

Considering the eleven self-driven representations. three attain 100% coverage and six exceed 
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93%. In the remaining three instances, s 1423, s9234 and s384 17, although the fault coverages 

are only 89.3%. 75.8% and 84.7% respectively, these values are marked gains relative to 

59.4%. 5.8% and 13.1% respectively for the unmodified versions. In fact, the pseudorandom 

test results for the intemally controlled test system is comparable to. if not better than, the 

externally controlled counterpart. These observations coupled with the preservation of the 

switching profile confirm that self-driven controllability hardware can be created for a number 

of circuits. 

Sornetimes, compared to the extemally controlled system, the new connections of SD-BIST cm 

increase the observability of some faults. The higher rate of pseudorandom detection for 

s9234 and ~38417. and the higher ATPG coverage for s838, s 1423, s9234 and s38417 suggest 

the this effect. In situations where pseudorandom fault coverage drops slightly, such as in 

s526n. the test length c m  be increased, a different set of interna1 connections can be attempted 

by manipulating modification thresholds or observability points c m  be inserted. 

Table 4.5: FauIt Coverage - Controllability Point Insertion 

l 

Circuit 
1 

s420 

s444 

s526n 

s64 1 

s820 

s832 

s838 

s1423 

s5378 

s9234 

~38417 

#Ctl. 
Pts 

7 

10 

7 

1 

3 

5 

13 

25 

42 

86 

93 
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4.4 Observability Enhancement 

After self-driven controllability points have been inserted in a fault-independent rnanner, the 

burden of attaining high fault coverage is shifted to observability enhancement in the fault 

domain. 

Observability test points are introduced into the circuit after acceptable line controllabilities have 

been established. Assuming the existence of an undetectable fault, an observability point 

transfers an error signal from an error source line affected by the fault to another interna1 target 

site unaffected by the fault and from which observation at a state variable or pnmary output is 

probable. As illustrated in Section 4.1.1. these connections are intrusive rather then simply 

probing in nature (e.g. in [Fox77]). Therefore. it is crucial that modifications inflict low area 

and delay penalties, maintain predictable fault free switching and not cause the target sites 

thernselves to become undetectable. The cells of Figure 4.12 and the insertion procedure 

outlined in the rest of this section achieve these goals. 

4.4.1 Observability Cells 

The observability cells shown in Figure 4.12 differ in test mode rnultiplexing logic (gate M), 

driven by the error source (Err-Src) and the test mode fiag (Test-Mode). and transfer logic 

(gate T) which gates the output of M and the signal at the target site (Target). The ce11 output is 

connected to the node which was originally fed by the target site. 

Test Mode Test M o d ~  Test 
- 

E rr-s rc En-src 
Targe t Targe t Targe t 

(a) (b) (c) 

Test Mod- Test Mode 

Err-s -D- rc Tage t 

(el 

Figure 4.12: Observability Cells. 



0bservabilit-y Cells 

Enumerated in table 4.6, ce11 selection is guided by the fault free signal probabilities at the 

error source and target lines. Provided that the target line chosen is uncorrelated to the error 

source, these criteria are such that the degradation of OLi at the transfer gate inputs is 

rninimized. Likewise, since the extent to which the switching profile is altered is related to the 

difference between the target site bias and the output bias of the observability cell, these 

insertion rules also curb the deviation in circuit switching. 

E i S r c  Bias 

» -5 

- - -- - . - - - - -- - - - - 

Table 4.6 - Rules for Observability Ce11 Selection 

For cells of Figure 4.1%-d. sensitivity and switching maintenance properties progressively 

improve as the error source bias approaches 1 .O or 0.0. XOR-type cells may be used if either 

the target or error source bias is nearer to 0.5. Note. XOR-type cells can sometirnes be 

interchanged with the others. 

Target Bias 

2 -5 
b 

, 
C 

d 
e 

2 

e 

<< .5 
<< -5 - .5 
free 

= 0.5 

Placement is regulated by fault free global observability to the state variables and primary 

outputs, error probability in the presence of an injected fault and user-defined thresholds. 

Figure 4.13 is a summary of the suggested procedure. 

Observability Ce11 
(Fig 12) 

a 
1 .5 
c .5 
< .5 
= 0.5 
free 



Determination of Candidclte E m r  Source- Target Pairs 

Generate switching profile & fault simulate to get undetected fault list 
Map error propagation for each fault & collect error sources 
Get candidate error source-target pair by pnining regions correlated to faults covered by 

the error source 
If candidate connections exist 

4a) For each error source : 
4b) Rank the candidate error source-target connections 
4c) If connections with acceptable rank exist 

4d) lnsert observability cell connection with highest rank. 
else 

4e) Defer or adjust thresholds & Go to (2) 
else 

4f) Terminate, or adjust thresholds & Go to (2) 
5) Logic simulate to revise switching profile & fault free observability measures 

6) Drop faults (a) covered by error source used or (b) suspected undetectable due to 
inactivity & Go to (2). At this step, since the method is not exact periodically Go to (1) 

Figure 4.13: Overview Procedure for Observability Point Insertion 

The initial preparation step is the compilation of a reference f u l t  free switching profile and the 

extraction of a list of undetectable faults composed of those faults not detected after fault 

simulating a number of test patterns which approxirnates, but does not exceed, the expected 

test length? Note that this means of classification offers no distinction among untestable faults 

and testable faults not covered at the end of the fault simulation run. The two major tasks 

which rernain concem the determination and rank of candidate error source-target connections. 

4.4.2 Determination of Candidate Error Source-Target Pairs 

The error source line selection problem is twofold and similar to probe point identification as 

done in [Fox77][Iye89][Tou96]. First. for each undetected fault. fault simulation tracks the 

circuit nodes to which fault effects propagate. Offset propagation can also be used to inject a 

fault effect but fault simulation is much more accurate. Next, a greedy approximation to a set 

covering problem) chooses a small number of possible error source lines which possess a 

A test length of IOOK pseudorandom patterns is again used for experimentation. 
3 ~ h e  exact problern is Wsornplete. 
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threshold error probability for each fault rnapped to the respective source line. If circuit 

modifications are Iimited to a subset of the proposed observability cells. an additional filtering 

criterion is required. For instance. if cells are lirnited to among Figure 4.12a-d, permitted error 

source lines are those with a fauIt free bias within a threshold of either 1.0 or 0.0 

For each candidate error source. possible target sites are those lines which are uncorrelated to 

al1 faults covered by the source. These target candidates are gathered using a pruning method 

simiiar to the one in Section 4.3.2 except that the fault free activity front is replaced by the 

combined region of error propagation due to al1 faults associated with the respective error 

source. In addition, if at least one input to a gate is reached by an error. al1 other inputs to the 

gate and their associated backcones are discarded. Only target sites with a non-zero fault free 

observability to the state elements or POs need be retained. 

4.4.3 Rank & Selection of Observability Points 

The rank of an observability ce11 candidate reflects the probability that a vansferred error will, in 

the sarne cycle, reach either the state elements (Staterank) or the primary outputs (PO-rank). 

Given an error source-tÿrget pair. in accordance to the observability ce11 structure dictated by 

table 4.6 . the error probability. , at the output terminal is estimated by gating the error 

probability at the Err-Src line, &in . and the other signal probabilities input to the cell. As 

observability ce11 inputs are chosen to be uncorrelated. Equations 4.5 to 4.7 approximate EOut 

for the circuits of Figure 4.12: 

Equation (4.5) 

Equation (4.6) 
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Equation (4.7) 

w he re, 

&in : Minimum enor probability do to al1 faults covered by the error source 

PTqe t  Faulr free signa1 probabiIity at the Target terminal 
p ~ e s t ~ o d e :  Fault free signal probability at the Test-Mode terminal 

The rank is the product of and the combinational (i.e. depth O) huit free global 

observability from the target site to the state elements or POs. The required observabilities are 

calculated dong paths unaffected by the faulty activity and in the absence of the candidate cell. 

Furthermore. as shown in Figure 4.14. only the observability of the non-controlling bit 

polarity at the target site is applicable, otherwise. error propagation is blocked within the cell. 

This approach avoids repeated recalculation of fault-domain testability measures and is possible 

partially because the target site is purposely chosen to be unaffected by the error source. 

to Po Tes 
# 4 7  

E 0 U t 4 4 4  1 
-* . - . 

O .A 
to state 

1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.14: Emor Propagation within Observability Cell - only the observability 
of a non-controlling '0' applies. 

State-rank and PO-rank are calculated using Equations 6 to 9 : 

Equation (4.8) 
Equation (4.9) 

Equation (4.10) 
Equation (4.1 1 ) 
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XOR-transfer logic ( fig. 1 2e 1 

S tate-rank = Eau, x (targe t-s tateobsO x ( 1  PT-^,^) + 
targetstateobs 1 x Pîmget ) Equation (4.12) 

Equation (4.13) 

where, 
target-stateobs011: Combinational fault free observabilit of a O i i  (the non-controlling bit 

value) at the target line to the state elements before current cell insertion. 

target-POobsO/l: Combinational fault free observability of O/l at the target line to the 
prirnary outputs beforr current ce11 insertion. 

Equations 4.8-1.13 can be altered to include an increase in rank if the error frontier mapped 

before observability ce11 insertion already extends over sate elements or primary outputs (e.g. a 

real valued ORing of new and existing propagation effects). This is not shown here since 

experiments suggest that the effect of such a modification cm usually be ornitted. 

The selection of a candidate observability ce11 is based on a weighted sum of POrank and 

State-rank. If both terms are zero (or below a threshold). the insertion is either postponed or 

net increase in the number of lines reached by the transferred error is the deciding factor. Here, 

the deferral option is used. If a suitable connection is found. the faults covered by the 

respective error source are dropped from future processing. Fault simulation c m  be perforrned 

periodically to accurately revise the undetected faul t list. Modifications w hic h introduce 

combinational loops are not permitted. 

Observability point insertion continues until either the fault coverage is considered acceptable or 

a pre-determined number of insertions is reached. If premature termination occurs due to the 

faillire to find error source-target pairs, the procedure is restarted using altemate thresholds. 

Typically, if insufficient target sites exist then the pruning thresholds are reduced. The pool of 

error sources is increased by reducing the threshold error probability andor relaxing t hreshold 

bias requirements (section 4.4.2). Experirnental values for these guides are presented below. 
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4.4.4 Results 2 - The Self-Driven Systern 

Experimental results for observability point insertion are presented for the circuits of Section 

4.3.3. In each case. apart frorn insignificant deviations, the critical portion of the reference 

"Self-Driven" switching profile found in table 4.4 remains unchanged (ail zeroed entries 

remained as such). Given a list of faults which are yet undetected after the controllability 

enhancement phase, fault simulation runs ranging between 100 to 5000 patterns are used to 

determine the set of candidate enor source lines. In order to reduce execution time. for larger 

circuits, a maximum of 500 patterns are used in this context. Also when dealing with larger 

circuits. in the initial iterations if the scheme. the set of undetectable fauIts to be processed is 

reduced by discarding those faults reachable frorn another with at least a fault free observability 

threshold of 3%. 

For expenments performed. only AND/OR-type cells are used. The threshold error probability 

at the error source is approximately 0.0005 and bias at that site is limited to within 0.1 of 0.0 

or 1.0. The prune thresholds are set to 0.005 for backcone regions and 0.2 for stem regions 

(section 4.3.2). A time frame depth equal to 2 is used for observability caicuIations during 

pruning. As mentioned. these thresholds c m  vary during the process. 

Observability point insertion favors the candidate pair with a PO-rank exceeding 0.00 1 and 

possessing the maximum State-rank, otherw ise, the connection with the highest state rank over 

0.0001 is chosen. These limits can be adjusted but should imply the detection of the fault at 

the PO within IOOK. 

ATPG and pseudorandom fault coverage for the improved benchmarks are shown in table 4.7. 

Since the pseudorandom pattern coverage surpasses that of ATPG, observability point insertion 

for the larger circuits stops when the incremental increase in detection for additional points is 

between 2 to 5 additional faults for a large fault set. 
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- --- - -  - 

ATPG lOOK Patterns 

% Cov #undet % Cov #undet % Gain 

-- -- 

% Area 
Overhead Circuit 

L 

s420 
s444 
s64 1 
s838 

s526n 

s820 

s832 

s 1423 

s5378 

s9234 

s384 17 n 
Table 4.7: Fault Coverage and Area Penalty - Sel f-Diiven Control lability & Observability Points 

Given the circuits modified for controllability, aside from ~444, observability connections 

succeed in reducing the number of yet undetected faults ("#undet"). For pseudorandom 

testing, a mesure  of this is shown in the "9% Gain" column. Here. for large initial undetectable 
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fault lists. even small gains c m  be substantial. For example. in ~38417 a 6% gain is equivalent 

to 3 15 newly detected faults with just 9 observability points. 

Of the four circuits that show a pseudorandom fault coverage below 95% before observability 

modifications, s526n and s 1423 now exceed 97%. As in Section 4.3, the lower fault 

coverages of s9234 and ~38417 are probably due to a high number of redundancies. however. 

the results are a substantial rise from the initial values of 5.8% and 13.1 % respectively for the 

unmodified circuit, 

Using an industrial standard celi library, the area overhead due to test point insertion is 

estimated and presented in table 4.7. These values do not include the contribution of wiring. 

Compared to the unmodified CUT, the overhead of the self-driven systern ("% Area 

Overhead") is acceptably srnall - on average 4.59 for the CUT versions containing the most 

test points, and approximately 1% for the largest CUT. In fact. the apparent trend is that this 

area measure decreases with increasing CUT size. Since the XOR-type controllability point is 

the biggest cell, increasing the xor-select criteria so that fewer XOR-type cells are inserted will 

reduce the hardware cost. The removal of redundancies from within the CUT is expected to 

have a similar effect. 

Table 4.8 compares the performance of S D-B IST with two exis ting non-scan test-per-cloc k 

schemes. The pseudorandom test length in al1 cases is 32K patterns and although faulr set 

redundancy and composition differ due to test hardware and methodology, the absolute fault 

coverage ("5% Cov") is interpreted as an evaluation criterion. The other ranking factor is a 

lumped site count ("#sitesu) which, as appropriate, refers to either the number of test points 

used or the number of flip flops modified. 

Each listed system aims to estabiish flip flop switching. However. in a broader scoap, SD- 

BIST also considers sensitivity and switching at al1 other lines, and as it tums out. in most test 

cases SD-BIST succeeds in doing so with the lowest logic overhead and the highest fault 
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coverages. Ln the few instances where SD-BIST exhibits lower fault coverages. the opposing 

scherne usually requires significantly higher Iogic overhead. 

Partial Rese t XFF XFF SD-BIST 
Circuit [Sou95a] [Sou95b] (+ obs. pts.) Ctl. only 

#sites 9% Cov #sites 5% Cov #sites 9% Cov #sites % COV 

s420 15 85.2 16 88.5 >16 95.0 7 1 O 0  

SD-BIST 1 
Ctl. + Obs- 

Table 4.8 : Cornparison of At-Speed DFT using Partial Reset [Sou95a]. XFFs [Sou95bl and SD- 
BIST ; Pseudorandom test length = 32K 

Relative to the partial reset technique of [Sou95a], a fair cornparison considers the SD-BIST 

system without observabiiity enhancement. Even so, it  is found that SD-BIST provides 

superior fault coverage with usuaily fewer inserted cells. It can be also inferred that the 

restrictive nature of the partial reset modifications limits the number of altered sites thus 

resulting in the lower fault coverages. This is especially evident in the low site count and 

comparatively low fault coverage of s820, s832, s838, s9234 and ~38417, In fact, no 

resettable cells could be placed for s820 and 4332. However, as claimed in [Sou95a], the 

partial reset results may be improved if test point insertion is combined into the system. 

Indeed. this suggestion indicates one of the strengths of SD-BIST - i t  can be used to augment 

and improve the efficiency of another D R  approach without requiring additional extemai 

control access. 



As noted in chapter 3. since flip flops are parallel loaded via primary input connections, the 

non-scan pseudorandom method of [Sou95b] retains the direct state access of scan. In 

addition, as the observability points are placed at flip flop outputs. the full state observability 

aspect of scan is also approached. These properties cm also cause the redundancy of the fault 

set in [Sou95b] to differ significantly from that of SD-BIST. Nevertheless, for the sake of 

completeness and since the test application format is simliar to that of SD-BIST. results for 

[Sou95b] are also listed in table 4.8. Like SD-BIST results, the data is split into two sets, with 

and without observability cells. Unfonunately. in [Sou95b], there is no indication concerning 

the actual number of observability points used. Despite this. comparing the systems which use 

only controllability modifications. in 6 cases (s420, s444, s641. s838, s5378 and ~38417) SD- 

BIST provides comparable or better absolute fault coverage with fewer inserted cells. The 

associated logic saving is rnarkedly significant in s5378 and 538417. If the observability 

connections of SD-BIST are considered. s 1423 and s820 can be added to the list of circuits for 

which XFF is outperformed. The remaining cases are conservatively judged as comparable 

due to the differences in redundancy and because additional test points can be added ( e-g. up 

to the number of FFs) to improve the fault coverage of SD-BIST. As above. self-driven test 

points can be seamlessly integnted into the rnethod of [Sou95b]. 

Thus. by the above discussion. it can be concluded that in terms of the number of test points 

required. fault coverage and adaptable implementation style (due to reduced dependency on 

extemal signais), SD-BIST is a competitive stand-alone DFT scheme which c m  also be used in 

conjunction with other DFT approaches. 

4.5 Tradeoffs & Comments 

Experimentation demonstrates that SD-BIST can be used to achieve high stuck-at fault coverage 

using parallel pseudorandom test patterns. As opposed to other test point schernes SD-BIST 

does not require scan for test pattern application or test point control. and so is not penalized by 

the overheads usually associated with that platform. Here. the major source of delay in al1 test 
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tells is due to a single two input gate (an XOR in the worst case) at the test siteltarget site. The 

rest of the test hardware is isolated from normal circuit paths. 

Apart from the logic overhead outlined previously. additional area is also required for reset 

circuitry, the pattern generator. the signature analyzer. the global test mode flag and interna1 

test point connections. The reset logic c m  be elirninüted if the CUT is set to an arbitrary known 

state using an initializing sequence. The particular starting state seerns of little importance since 

once it is provided to the software, the controllability points will adjust the switching to a 

suitable form. As the test mode signal, test pattern generator and signature analyzer are 

required in typical BIST schemes, their contribution is considered a cost standard to most if not 

d l  cornpetitive approacchees. Layout level analysis is needed to properly evaluate the size and 

difficulty in routing the intemal connections required for the self-driven format. In the worst 

conceiveable case, for each inserted ce11 the required connection corresponds to a location on 

the circuit boarder funhest from the cell. This is similar in effect to the global point-to-point 

wiring between chip boundaries and test pointslflip flops of [Ab1931 [Mat931 [Lin931 [Chi931 

[Sou95a] [Sou95b] [Tou96]. Here, however, routing can be influenced by reducing the 

sequential depth and increasing observability thresholds during the circuit pruning phase. 

Relaxing the Act-Ctl value at a controllability point input can also influence pruning. In 

instances where a suitably close uncorrelatecf sourcehrget cannot be found. additional control 

points can be added to Iogically partition the circuit during test mode. By doing so, regions 

forcably isolated from the modification site cm be provided. 

For controllability points (figure 4.3, it is possible to reduce the number of mode-select gates 

if, as in [Iye89] some controllability cells share a common Act-Ctl source. One extension that 

would enable this feature is to weight the rank of the intemd source candidates (section 4.3.2) 

to favor previously used Act-Ctl sources. The speed degradation due to observability 

modifications can be decreased if instead of exciusively using the observability cells of Figure 

4.12, the implementation scheme is adapted to rerouting the outputs of a number of space 

compaction circuits [Fox771 [Rud92]. In this way. each condensation block merges a number 

of observability point outputs. The tradeoffs of such hybrid schemes also involve the size and 
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relative ease building condensation blocks versus that of using a number of independent 

observability cells. 

The SD-BIST modification procedure is dominated by graph search techniques used to 

accomplish path tracing. and offset propagation used to evaluate candidate alterations. Given a 

circuit containing n gaies. a single test point insertion cm be done in O(n2logn) operations. 

Note that for a combinational circuit, offset propagation (floating point operations) c m  be done 

in linear time. however. for a sequential circuit. the procedure cm be repetitive if sequentid 

loops are traversed. Since it can be concluded that an injected offset which cycles through 

many States significantly affects circuit activity. suc h iterations are prematurely terrninated (e.g 

less than 20 iterations). Thus. in this scheme, the contribution of offset propagation remains 

relatively linear for sequentid circuits. 

Because the prototype software is constructed for Bexibility rather than speed, a rneaningful 

measure of the computation cost is offered in terms of the generic operations which can 

dominate the process. For controllability point insertion. repeated logic simulation is the most 

time consuming factor. In the worst case. logic simulation is performed once after each 

extemal test point insertion, once to map the activity front of each extemal test point and once 

after connection of an internai Act-Ctl source. For observability alterations, fault simulation to 

map the propagation of a fault and periodic revision of the fault list comprise the major effort. 

Thus. feasibility of this method can depend on the continued affordability of fault simulation. 

To offset this cost, testability estimation can be substituted for a number of faulty/fault free 

simulation runs. 



Chapter 5 Conclusion 

This thesis proposed a simple and effective means of using parailel pseudorandody generated 

patterns to perform at-speed tests on non-scan sequential circuits. The method does not 

conform to the familiar solution format of providing access to state elements. Instead, the 

technique is based on the more general problem of stntegically inserting a number of test 

points, therefore. any circuit line is a candidate for modification. Funhermore. as a departure 

from all existing DFT techniques, apart from the test mode flag, dl control signals required for 

test point operation are tapped from within the CUT itself. Thus, logic such as scan and 

additional pins is not needed to introduce externally derived control sipnals into the test 

network. Moreover. as opposed to restricted. sometimes equiprobable, control biases used in 

conventional test point schemes, the new architecture presents a high degree of freedom in 

selecting these signal probabili ties. Observabili ty point ou tpu ts are connected to other intemal 

nodes which are unaffected by the error being transferred via the point. The implementation 

also pemiits a reduction in number of independent observability connections by allowing the 

use of multiple test point condensing networks. In such cases. the new connection scherne is 

used to route the condenser block outputs to other intemal circuit lines. 

Logic simulation, proposed testability rneasures, path tracing and user-defined thresholds guide 

the test point placement. The scheme conducts much of the circuit analysis in the fault free 

domain. For instance, as the goal of controllability point insertion is simply to produce a 

threshold level of switching and line sensitivity, it is completely done using fault free analysis. 

This is different from other approaches which sometimes mix controllability manipulation with 
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fault oriented error propagation. In the outlined SD-BIST, fault domain procedures are only 

needed for observability point placement. Fault injection is required to determine intemal probe 

sites, however, if the target line to which errors are transferred for observability is chosen as 

one unaffected by the errors. fault free observability measurernents can be used to rank the 

value of the test point. Of course. this procedure can degrade to the use of fault domain 

observability measures for the same purpose but the fault free option is promoted as a 

computationai saving. 

It is inferred from experimental results that although the testability estimation procedure is 

prone to errors, their use as a guide to compare the relative effectiveness of modification 

alternatives is valid. Moreover, dong with the relatively short test lengths found 

experimrntally, the elirnination of the need to serialize pseudorandom test data significantly 

reduces test time over scan based approaches. Also. although SD-BIST is presented as a 

stand-alone test scheme. it is adaptable for use in conjunction with any other DFT method 

which requires additionai test points for improved fault coverage. The reduced dependence on 

externally derived control signals is uniquely advantageous to this end. On a sirnilar note. 

instead using of the suggested test point insertion algorithms. the particular mechanics of test 

point placement c m  be solved using an available "externally-dnven" scheme and then converted 

to a self-driven implementation. 

An important characteristic of the new test system is the ability to adapt circuit switching given 

an arbitrary input signal probability dist1;bution. Therefore. since the signal probabilities at the 

boundaries of embedded circuits may be far from what is suitable for test stimulation of 

subsequent logic, future work could examine the applicability of introduced techniques to 

testing cascaded or interacting sequential circuits. The flexibility of test-mode switching 

adjustment may also prove useful when considering low power designs. Other areas of 

investigation include experimentation with irredundant circuits. and reduction of test point 

hardware via sharing of controllabiiity point inputs and introduction of condensation blocks. 
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This section lists equations which c m  be used in offset propagation. The approximation used 

c m  Vary depending with the amount of sÿmpled data available. It is assumed that offset 

injection occurs at a single site only. 

AND Gates: 

Assurning that input pin probabilities Pj and Pz are independent. the signal probability at an 

AND output is: 

Equation (A. 1 ) 

Then. given an injected offset somewhere in the systern. 

If correlation between A 1 and A2 is neglected, w is set to 1. otherwise the formulae depends 

on the sign of A and the sampled probability of a particulÿr bit pair. Additional error correction 

factors cm also be introduced if sampled data is available to encapsulate correlation information 

at the input terminais of a gate. A compensation term is related to the ratio of the sampled and 
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expected probabilities of the bit pair affected by an input A. The bit pair in question depends on 

the sign of the bias offset and the gate type affected. For example. let S[i.j] be the sampled 

probabiiity the bit pair [i.j] occurs on the hrst and second inputs to a gate. Then, given an 

AND gate and positive Az, the affected pair is [ l  ,O] (A2 will force a new bit pair of [ l ,  l ]  to 

replace [ l  ,O]), and the new formula for bias offset propagation is : 

If Al and A2 exist: 

Equation (A.4) 

Table A. 1: Offset Propaguion Forrnulze for 2-input AND. 

CO 
S[L 11 

A r -  s['~'] + dl ~p + A?- 
pz Pl 
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Similarly, 61 c m  be expressed as : 

Table A.2 - Correction Factors for AiA2 Term 

It is found experimentally that the basic distribution formulae without error compensation are 

usually sufficient. Correction factors are an aid only when considering circuits with a high 

number of correlated lines or redundancies. 

Note that the above equations cm be expressed in ternis of OLi. This can be useful if testability 

estimation replaces consecutive simulation calls (in these cases simulation is used only 

periodically, thus computational effort is reduced). Rewriting OLi for pin j of the ?-input 

AND as OL'~ , the required relationships are as follows: 

S[O,l] + OL'O 

S[I,O] + O L ' ~  

S[l,I] + OL', , OL; 

S[O,O] + 1 - OL'O - OL; - OL'] 



OR Gates: 

Offset Propagation: 

Equation ( A S )  

Equation (A.6) 

Equation (A.7) 

Again. if correlation between reconverging offsets is ignored then CO is set to 1 .  Otherwise, 

they can be set as in table A.2. If correlation at gate inputs is considered. offset propagation 

forrnulae c m  be written as : 

Table A.2: Offset Propagation Formulae for 2-input OR 



The relations needed to express the equations of table A.3 in tems of OL', are : 

S[O,I] + OL; 

S[ 1 ,O] + OL~, 

S [ l , l ]  + 1 - O L ~  - OL', - OL; 

S[O,O] -+ O L ~  , OL?, 

NAND. NOR & Inverters 

The bu, for an inverter is negative of the incorning offset. Sirnilarly. offset propagation 

formulae for a NAND or a NOR is simply the negative of that used for an AND or an OR 

respective ly . 
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This section compares components of the switching profile for the unmodified circuit 

("Unmodified"). the intermediate circuit containing extemally driven controllability points 

(Ext. Ctl), and the final circuit with self-driven controllability and observability points (SD- 

BIST). 

For each benchmark, the four distributions presented concern the foilowing parameters 

respectiveiy: signal probability at each line, signal probability at the fIip flops, OLi and OLo. 

Recall that the critical portion of the profile which should be retained in the extemally controlled 

and self-driven cases is the section corresponding to: near 0% or near 1008 signal probability, 

and near 0% OLl and OLo. Some deviation cm be permitted in other regions without severely 

affecting the final faault coverages. As seen in the fault coverages of Chapter 4 and from the 

figures here, the SD-BIST case sufficiently tracks the Ext. Ctl case. 

Note that due to test circuitry. the number of lines in the CUT increases slightly from the 

Unmodified to the final SD-BIST representation. 
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Figure B. 1: s420 - Distribution of Line Biases 
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Figure B.2: s420 - Distribution of Flip Flop Biases 
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